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"UFOs are the Fifth Horseman of the Apocalypse."

--- Dr. Lincoln La Paz

"Supplemental Notes" consist of material under
consideration for any revision of the original
UFO history volume covering this time period.

Notes on sources:
The UFO wave of 1954 was primarily an "overseas" phenomenon.
Coverage of regions outside the U.S. was limited for American researchers since civilian UFO groups like APRO were just beginning
to develop contacts in places like Brazil and Venezuela, but thanks
to Barry Greenwood, who spent countless hours scanning files of
foreign newspapers in University libraries in New England, we have
a many more UFO sightings to study. Barry's contributions are easy
to spot due to his distinctive handwriting when listing dates and
names of newspapers. (See sample)
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Barry's writing.
One might also say a word about the translators for NICAP and APRO.
NICAP's "AMD" is better than APRO's "Joe," although both men did an adequate job.
Direct translations of Spanish into English by "Joe", however, can be hard to figure out,
therefore it was necessary to change a few words here and there for improved understanding.
Once in awhile both "Joe" and "AMD" insert interesting personal remarks which are unique
sources of information.
As one can tell by a quick glance at the text, APRO's contribution of reports covering the last
latter part of 1954 is considerable due to "Joe" who collected information as well as doing translations.
NICAP's foreign news clipping collection is larger than one might thi.ttk, and many pieces of
information from overseas are translated by "AMD." Many such items didn't seem to have
appeared in the group's publications.
Jan Aldrich has collected so much material its difficult to sort out which item he made available.
Les Treece-Sinclair's and Robert Gribble's files always seem to have an occasional news clip
not found in anywhere else, and of course there is Gribble's records on Fontes' activities which
are a big help.
CUFOS archives are so extensive it can always counted on for something.

Finally, Murray Bott's Australian, New Zealand, and European, news clips continue to be a
gold mine of data.

? November. Akron, Ohio. (evening)
Darted downward, then hovered.
According to our source:
"We live in wide-open spaces; there are no street lights or houses near our home.
As I was staring out my window, a very large, round luminous object darted downward out of the sky, hovered for a few seconds about 100 feet above the ground,
moved to the right about 50 feet, returned, then shot upward out of sight quicker than
one could say 'Jack Robinson.'
"Wondering what this could be, I kept watch. Shortly it returned almost in the
same manner, hovered a bit longer and darted straight upwards again.
"Down it came a third time again from the east. This time it visited the north
side, came back to the east position to dart upward again.
"This object, in my estimation, was too close for not knowing what it Wl:!S. I
have deduced that it was no airplane of any type we know, for no airplane would
carry such a huge light; no airplane could fly so low without being heard. · Also, to
my knowledge, we have no airplane that can hover in one spot and suddenly take off
faster than a jet.
"I might add that after the second arrival of this 'thing' we went outside to view
all this. (Signed: Irene Kovacs)" (xx.)
(xx.)

Akron, Ohio. Akron Beacon-Journal. 28 August 58.

1 November. Ponte Dese (Mestre), Italy. (late night)
Small beings groping in the fog.
A HumCat case states:
"Giuseppe Seenza, a fisherman, was setting out his net sev~n km from Ponte
Dese when he saw through the for a greenish light. He found it to come from a
mushroom-shaped object, around which several small, stocky beings were 'groping
in an inconclusive manner.' Seenza shouted to attract their attention, but they ignored him. They re-entered, and the object rose vertically without noise. Flashes of

silvery light from the 'stem' illuminated the whole area. After some maneuvers in
the sky, the craft flew off at fantastic speed." (xx.)
(xx.)

F. Izzo's Italian CElli catalogue, #20, quoting Gazzetta del Veneto, 11/2/54.

1 November. Modigliana (Forli'), Italy. (3:50p.m.)
"Little cylinders?''
A HumCat case states:
"Adelmo Monti, a farmer, saw a dark object hovering about 500 meters (1,600
feet) away. It was surrounded by 'little cylinders.' On one side of it he could see the
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silhouette of some small being." (xx.)
(xx.)

F. Izzo's Italian CElli catalogue, #22, quoting II Resto del Carlino, 11/2/54.

1 November. Torquay, England. (night)
Man sees 15 "saucers."
A Reuters dispatch states:
"Mr. J. Branson, ofTorquay, claimed to day that he saw 15 mysterious objects
several miles out at a considerable height over the English Channel last night.
"'I never believed in flying saucers, but seeing is certainly believing,' he said.
"'They were an orange-yellow colour-like balls of fire. I saw them go into a
straight line and counted about 15 ofthem. They were moving quite slowly and then
went into a cluster and climbed rapidly out of sight.'
"He said a friend, Mr. W. Cox, saw them with him." (xx.)

(xx.)

Cairo, Egypt. Egyptian Gazette. 3 November 54. Torquay, Nov. 2 (Reuters).

Dr. Olavo Fontes and Brazil.
Dr. Fontes wrote:
"On November, 1954, the UFOs' activity over Brazil multiplied. From all over
the country, a number of reports started to come from people who 'didn't believe in
them' but who 'had seen something.' Each day, the newspapers and the authorities
received new reports of sightings-sometimes from places hundreds of miles away
from each other. Gradually the unidentified flying objects became the number one
subject, stirring the whole nation. Brazilians now spoke of saucers a great deal, but
no saucer-scare, no mass-hysteria or collective panic developed. Most people seemed to take the matter very lightly: the majority refused either to believe or-if they
believed-to consider the problem seriously. The skeptics suggested a 'psychosis'
to explain the increasing tide of sightings. As it was observed in other countries, no
person believed in UFOs excepting the witnesses. Those who had not seen them continued to disbelieve until the day when--having been witnesses themselves-they became indignant or worried about the skepticism of their friends. Nevertheless, in serious moments most people were obviously a little worried by all the 'shining discs,'
'flying saucers,' and 'cigar-shaped crafts' sighted in the sky day after day.
"Quite different, of course, was the reaction from the Air Force, authorities, experts, scientists and technicians. Already-after the UFOs' initial patrolling over AF
bases in Rio Grande do Sul--all operational units of the Air Force have been alerted
to report in detail any sightings ofUFOs. The Air Defense Command had started a
24 hour air patrol over all military bases in Rio Grande do Sui state, which were, apparently, the ftrst target of the UFO-survey. Other groups--scientists, private and
commercial pilots, weather observers-all trained observers whose work in any way
concerned the sky, were urged to make immediate reports to AF authorities of any
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UFO they sighted. At the same time, the AF invited all citizens to report their sightings to the nearest AF installation.
"The Press, at first, tried to bury the news in back pages and under skeptical
headlines. But the increasing number of strange and insistent tales of eerie objects
streaking across Brazilian skies, aroused the public attention and the papers were
forced to report the sightings with more details. By the middle ofNovember they
were giving to the matter a half page daily.
·
"This was the situation on early November, 1954, when the UFOs started the
second stage of their operation: a country-wide mass-inspection which equaled in
intensity any UFO visitation to any part of the world ... " (xx.)
(xx.)

The Brazilian UFO Review. PartSix: The UFO Season. Rough draft. Original
notes by Dr. Fontes. Donated by Robert Gribble. Now in the author's collection.

2 November. Sante Amare (a suburb ofSao Paulo), Brazil. (12:30 a.m.)
A fabulous tale.
Dr. Fontes relates a disturbing story only because of who released it:
"The report had been released to the press by Colonel Adil de Oliveira, Chief
of the [Brazilian] Air Force's UFO-Research Group. In this press conference the
Colonel was interviewed by Mr. Milton Salles, a reporter of the magazine Revista
Da Semana -where the matter was printed a few weeks later. According to the
Colonel's release, the Air Force had received this unbelievable report from Sao
Paulo. It had been kept secret for a time. The witness was a taxi-driver, Mr.
Maurilio Braga Godoi. He told the following story, transcribed 'verbatim':
" 'On November 2, 1954, at 0:30 A.M., I left the "Sate Amaro" streetcar terminal and started to walk home. At that hour the place was deserted, as usual.
When I arrived at Andaguara Street, I was startled to see a luminous, circular object about 90 to 120 feet in diameter (30 to 40 meters, in the original report), surrounded by a strange reddish-blue or violet glow. This light was soft and diffuse,
and seemed to come from the periphery of the object, which had landed on a level
place. Curious about the alien craft, I decided to investigate. But-as I approached
it-I realized that the strange 'thing' was greater in size and height than it looked
before. In fact, it was a very big machine. Then, I stopped for a few seconds, a
little frightened. What to do next? The weird machine was unlike anything I had
ever seen. I wished to run away from that place, at once, and report the facts to some
authority. I even tried to run, but I couldn't. I tried to call for someone, but no words
came from my throat-the emotion was paralyzing, a strange feeling that persisted
for a time. When the spell was broken, I decided then to make a close examination of
the object (I was only 60 feet away from it, at the moment) and my caution left me
completely. So, I continued walking toward it.
''Nearing the ship, I noticed an open door at one side (a sliding door). Not stopping to think, I came into the ship-but I cannot tell, now, ifl had stepped through a
stair-case, or another thing. I entered into a large, circular room, illuminated by a
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diffuse and soft light, but I couldn't find the lamps. No one was in sight; the craft appeared to be deserted. At the center of the room, there was a strangely-shaped table,
having behind it some kind of support, which appeared to be some type of chair.
Over the table, I saw some charts and maps. One of them immediately attracted my
attention, because it irradiated a phosphorescent glow. It was--I recognized-a map
of South America. I approached it, to take a closer view, to see if there was something written on it. I only noted the presence of marks, or symbols, .which seemed to
be mushroom-shaped. For a long time, I studied these marks with no reSlllts-they
were scattered through [ ... out?] the map apparently with no understandable pattern.
"'When I finished this analysis, I raised my head ... and froze where I was, scared.
I saw that I wasn't alone in that place anymore. Three "persons" were standing in
front of me. I said "persons," because they were like me. But they were smaller-less
than five feet high (less than 1.50 meters, in the original report). They had a darkbrown complexion and their hair was black, cut very short. Their clothes were a onepiece garment-like overalls-light-grey in colour. I saw no zippers or buttons, or
anything like that. All of them had a belt around the waist, which was a support for a
weird-looking object, seeming to be a gun (I thought).
" 'The three "men" were not good-looking, and the expressions of their faces and
eyes told me clearly that I was being submitted to a careful inspection. I still couldn't
move and was so stunned that my voice had disappeared too. The "men" started to
talk with each other about me (I knew it) in an alien language. I didn't understand the
words, but I noted clearly a peculiar characteristic of that dialect: the letter "K" was
repeated many times-at the beginning of the words-more than any other letter, or
symbol.
"'It was a strange scene .. .I was completely paralyzed by terror. I had forgotten,
entirely, that I could have asked some questions and made some signs about my peaceful intent. I didn't realize that time was passing, and I was getting no information by
just looking at them. On the other hand, their only objective seemed to be a study of
my body ... and nothing more. All the time, they stood motionless--just looking at me
and talking to each other-at the other side of the table.
" 'Suddenly (I don't know how, or why), I realized I was backing out, dragging
my feet backward, my eyes still fixed on the small "men." They made no attempt to
to block my way, or to seize me. I carne rapidly through the door, jumped to the
ground and I started to run away, as quickly as possible. When I was at a distance of
about 30 feet from the ship, I turned my head. Then, I saw the object suspended at
about 30 feet from the ground-having, at the center, some type of screw without end
. . part.?] .
[ ?. . .. round spmnmg
"'Silently, the alien craft climbed up at high speed. At that moment, I observed,
again, the eerie bluish-red or violet light, at the periphery ofthe strange machine.'
"[Fontes picks up the story from this point] Colonel Adil de Oliveira refused to
give his personal opinion about the fantastic report of Mr. Godei. He only said that
the story was disturbing, like many others the Air Force had collected in its files. And
the fmal verdict of Air Force "experts" about the incident, never was released to the
public.
"The report of Mr. Godei seems "very good," but I don't believe in this incredible
tale. I might be wrong, but I don't think so. I have the feeling that it is connected with
the tales told by Adamski and Fry. Certain details in the three stories are alike, almost
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identical. And I remember that, on October 23, 1954, the magazine 0 Cruzeiro reviewed the Adamski incident-ten days before the sighting reported by Mr. Godoi.
And, on October 30, 1954, the same magazine published an account ofDaniel Fry's
incident-just two days before Mr. Godoi alleged sighting. I don't like this kind of
coincidence ... " (xx.)
(xx.)

The Brazilian UFO Review. Part Six: The UFO Season. Rough draft. Original
notes by Dr. Fontes. Donated by Robert Gribble. Now in the a':lthor's collection.

2 November. Looe, England. (daytime)
"Come quickly."
A newspaper story said:
"In a letter to the Telegraph, Mr. C. Ward-Davies ofLooe, Cornwall, a retired
Admiralty official, says that he and his wife have 'joined the ranks ofthe elect'-in
other words, they have seen a 'flying saucer!'
" 'T was in the house on Tuesday, November 2"d,' he hastens to explain, 'when I
heard cries of 'Come quickly!' I ran to the garden., where my wife was, and she pointed to something in the sky. Sure enough, there was an unusual object there, due west
and still travelling west.
"'I retrieved my binoculars and had a good look at it. Perfectly defined, it was
of a golden colour as if lit up by the sun. Something like flames seemed to be issuing
from its edges. I watched it for about four minutes. It was evidently going away from
us because it was getting smaller. Then the 'flying saucer' turned north, and we could
see it side on. It was still a golden colour, but twenty seconds later changed into a grey,
and then merged into the clouds. The object's outline was quite distinct-in proportion.,
length to breadth, similar to a lead pencil.'
" 'It must have been eight to ten miles away, and appeared to be roughly 100 feet
long. Its proportions, length to breadth, ruled out a plane entirely and there were no
signs of wings when turning. Besides, if what we saw was a vapour trail, why could we
not see the aircraft? Lots of other people scanned the flying saucer. I have talked to
some of them but no explanation was given--just bewilderment. Frankly, it beats me
entirely." (xx.)
(xx.)

Haverfordwest, England. Western Telegraph. 8 November 54. Murray Batt's
Files, Auckland, New Zealand.

2 November. Porto Alegre, Brazil. (8:00p.m.)
Orange-red glowing object.
Fontes wrote:
"At Porte Alegre, that night [November 2"d], hundreds of persons (residents from
three different places through the city) spotted an orange-red, glowing object hovering

over the Guaiba river near a spot named the 'Usina do Gasometro.' It appeared at
8:00p.m. and seemed to be-at first-motionless in space. It was a spherical object,
two or three times the size of a first magnitude star. For a long time it remained in
that position, watching the city below. Then, the 'unknown' started to move away
slowly, diminishing gradually in size before vanishing. The actual speed couldn't be
estimated not knowing the height. A few minutes later two Air Force jet fighters
searched the area. But the UFO was gone." (xx.)
(xx.)

The Brazilian UFO Review. Part Six: The UFO Season. Rough draft. Original
notes by Dr. Fontes. Donated by Robert Gribble. Now in the author's collection.

2 November. Uberaba, Minas Gerais, Brazil. (8:30p.m.)
Huge disc.
Fontes continues:
"That same night [November 2"d] three more 'unknowns' were reported. At 8:30
p.m., citizens ofUberaba, Minas Gerais, sighted a huge disc-shaped object above their
city, moving at high speed. This strange luminous craft shone with a green light and
seemed to have a red ring or band around its center, which emitted flashes of brilliant
light. It flew silently." (xx.)
(xx.)

-

The Brazilian UFO Review. Part Six: The UFO Season. Rough draft. Original
notes by Dr. Fontes. Donated by Robert Gribble. Now in the author's collection.

2 November. Matesinhes, Brazil. (?10:30 p.m.)
Fontes continues:
"Two hours later (?10:30 p.m.] a luminous, cigar-shaped, red object was sighted
over the city of Matesinhes, Minas Gerais, flying high in the sky. Peole coming out
from a motion picture theater saw it hovering in space. A few minutes later, the same
object (or another one) was spotted from a different area of the city. But this time it
was described as disc-shaped, and had two glowing orange-red lights. For some time

the machine circled swiftly overhead-moving silently. Then, changing course, it
streaked off to the Capim Brance County." (xx.)
(xx.)

The Brazilian UFO Review. Part Six: The UFO Season. Rough draft. Original
notes by Dr. Fontes. Donated by Robert Gribble. Now in the author's collection.

2 November. Gi(s?)ulianova (Teramo), Italy. (10:30 p.m.)
"Anx Eleta Nui."

A HumCat case states:
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;'Anna Spiadacci and Adele Orsini, emerging from a movie theatre, saw a strange
being moving convulsively and uttering incomprehensible words sounding like 'Anx
Eleta Nui.' The entity was about one meter tall, and wore a gray 'diving suit' and a
leather helmet, from whose faceplate an intense bluish light emanated. It vanished in a
white cloud." (xx.)

(xx.)

F. Izzo's Italian CEIII catalogue, #24, quoting ll Carriere dejla Sera, 11/4/54.

2 (11) November. Holloman and Alamogordo, New Mexico. (no time)
UFOs over Holloman and Alamogordo?
After spending a short time in Ceres, California, the Lorenzens moved to New Mexico. Mr.
Lorenzen was employed at Holloman, and Coral, having family medical bills to pay, also took a
job at the military installation. For Coral, there could be hardly a better place to work since she
was fascinated with UFOs. Interesting and reliable information, plus plenty of rumors, was easy
to come by. The only hitch was that a lot of things were classified. In a letter to Donald Keyhoe
(its not dated but it was probably written in November 1954) Coral passed on whatever she dared
to share:
"First--despite the vehement denials ofthe Air Force, spectrographic results
from the spectro-grid cameras have been obtained-and one right here at Holloman.
I've been trying to track down the report but they may be classified ov~r my head.
My information comes from two different and unrelated sources, both of who were
on the ball when the pictures were taken and who seized the opportunity to see the
film and read the report later. They won't give any specific information for that
would be violation of security, but they both said in effect that the films proved that
the saucer involved was a real, solid, material object, without a doubt. They inferred
that the thing was metallic.
"As it is, I am cleared for Secret [She seems to have had a desk job processing
paperwork. There is nothing that I know of that would qualify her for an important
administrative or technical position-L.E. Gross), and ifi get the job of mission
controller, will get a Top clearance. I'm after that job and several of the officers
are bucking for me ... I may make it. I'm really interested in this missile business
and it is very absorbing, to say the least. There is opportw1ity to learn a lot.
"There were UFOs over Holloman and Alamogordo on November 2, 11 and
we had two sightings at the base two days apart. Both were circling firing sites, and
took place last week. One I heard on the squawk box from the mission control setup and the other was told to me by an officer who is a good friend of ours. He and
his men saw the thing alternately circling two firing sites, about five miles from their
launching site (the officer's).
"I've found through discreet listening and little questioning that most of the Air
Force (especially officer personnel) manpower takes a very dim view of Air Force
statements and explanations in reference to UFOs. I've heard a lot of them ridicule
the idea that they might be Air Force projects-the latest missiles (and some others
not revealed) ... " (xx.)
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(xx.)

Letter: To: "Don" (I assume it to be Keyhoe -L.E. Gross). From: Coral
Lorenzen, 519 New York (Street?), Alamogordo, New Mexico. No date.
Photocopy in author's files.

2 November. Alamogordo, New Mexico. (6:00p.m.)

Regarding incidents referred to in Coral's letter.
Scribbled on the left hand edge ofthe letter in what appears to be Keyhoe's writing are
the words: "PIX," and ''Nov-54 UFOs add check." Like Keyhoe, one would like details
about the film and UFO reports Coral mentioned. There is little to be found. In APRO files
there is this short, hand written, note:
''Nov. 2 Alamogordo, N.M.
"Man watches 'second moon' at 12 o'clock [direction] for 45 seconds-hovering over city. Time: 6 p.m. Wife first saw it, watched it for 45 seconds, went to get
neighbor, also called to husband. At end of 60 sec observation, object which was
shape and color of moon, same apparent size, with trailing edge & bluish halo, took
off to N.E.-gone in a few seconds at a terrific rate of speed.
"Identity of man not disclosed by request-however the Director [Coral] can
vouch for his honesty & integrity." (xx.)
(xx.)

"USA Alamogordo, N.Mex. 54-11-2." APRO files. Photocopy in author's
files.
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? November. Brussels, Belgium. (no time)
"Fluorescent cigar." (See clipping) (Murray Bott files.)
3 November. St. Austell, England. (night)
"Glowing cigar." (See clipping)
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4-6 November. Israel. Mt. Carmel, Rehov Herzl, Kiryat.
(7:30a.m., 8:00a.m., & 10:30 a.m.)
More UFO news from the Holy Land. (See clipping on this page)
4 November. Lima, Peru. (no time)
Angel hair?
Probably the most interesting thing about this case is the claim
that some alleged "angel hair" was seen being emitted from a UFO
in the form of a liquid, which then "hardened" into strands of the
famous "cobweb-like" material. This could be an important clue to
the nature ofthe substance. A Venezuelan APRO member wrote
Coral Lorenzen to say:
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from Lima, Peru, last week, brought news that 'on November 4th, during a football game, in Lima, Peru, flying saucers hovered over the stadium and 'dropped' some kind of
a liquid 'fluid' which on contact with the air hardened itsself and turned into cobwebs. It is said that people in the
game swept offtheir faces the 'gossamers,' and the game
was suspended for a while on account of the phenomenon
.. .These friends offered to give me the clipping from the
Peruvian newspaper that published the incident."
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Letter: To: Coral Lorenzen. From: "Joe," Caracas,
Venezuela. 15 November 54. APRO files. Photocopy in author's files.

4 November. South Carlton, England. (11:15 p.m.)
"I've always been a bit skeptical."
A clipping from an English paper tells us:
"It appeared out of the night sky above South Carlton, near Lincoln. It hovered, making a noise like a

humming-top. An orange light came on ... and then it
faded away among the clouds.
" 'It,' 42-year-old South Carlton farmworker Albert
Smith, told the Echo reporter, Norman Frisby, 'was definitely a flying saucer.'
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"He phoned the Echo office this morning to describe the thing he and his wife
saw as they walked home at 11:15 last night.
"'I have heard about this sort ofthing before,' he said, 'and I've always been
a bit skeptical, but now .. .'
"This was his story: 'My wife and I were out at 11: 15 when we heard a noise
like a humming top. We could see this thing in the sky-it seemed to be coming
towards us.
"'We could see a big saucer-shaped thing with two smaller ones behind it.
" 'An orange light came on right on top of the first one.
"'This is no fantastic yam. The thing was defmitely there. It frightened my
wife. Like me, she has heard about these things.'
"Did anybody else see this saucer? 'Two Americans drove up in a jeep,' said
Mr. Smith, 'and they said they saw whatever it was as it faded away among the
clouds.
"Mr. Smith denied that it might have been fireworks, or a rocket.
"An R.A.F. spokesman said the object could not have been an aircraft landing
at Scampton. ' All aircraft were down by 9:30,' he said." (xx.)
(xx.)

Lincoln, England. Lincoln Echo. 5 November 54. Murray Bott ftles, Auckland,
New Zealand.

5 November. La Roche-en-Brenil (Cote-d'Or), France. (10:00 a.m. & 6:05p.m.)
A far-out story.
According to our source:
"M. Raymond R. and a 13-year-old boy noticed a gray object on the edge of the
woods; they approached through the woods to within 130 feet of it. It was about 30
feet in diameter and a total of 16 feet high; it had a 10-foot cupola in which was a
row of portholes. It made a humming sound like a transformer. A man not more
than 5 feet tall stood near it; he wore a transparent suit, apparently made of plastic,
with black clothing beneath it, and a dark-gray helmet that rested on his shoulders.
On his back, beneath the suit, was something that gave him a humped appearance; on

his chest was a small shiny black box. Moving heavily, he walked about near the saucer. M. R. took seven photographs, only four of which came out well. The man returned to the UFO through a door at its base; then two others came out, in the same
costume. One of the men carried a sort of pistol with a funnel-shaped barrel, the other
a white ball as large as two fists. They went to the place where the first man had been,
turned their backs, and did something that produced a blue-luminous smoke. At this
point the boy, frightened, ran off through the woods toward a nearby road. Immediately one ofthe portholes of the cupola became green-luminous, and a beam swept the
area where he was running. Some 20 seconds later, with a loud whistling sound, the
saucer took off vertically. M. R. found the paralyzed, but this quickly passed off. At
the site where the UFO had been, the grass was burnt and the earth blackened and
strewn with a sort of cinders, over a radius of three meters. M. R. also found a part of
the white ball, which was a cottony substance but as heavy as lead, and a yellow power
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resembling sulphur, which was also very heavy. Soon after collecting this power in
a paper, his fmgers began to burn, and the next day they were blistered and blackened. The power was later analyzed and found to consist largely of silver nitrate.
"At 1805, nine orange-luminous objects crossed the sky, and one ofthem landed in exactly the same spot, with a soft whistling sound. The witnesses were 600
feet away and dared not go closer. After 10 minutes the UFO took off again, with a
burst of orange light." (xx.)
(xx.)

HumCat case #339. Witness's account in LDLN #125 (May 1973), pp.22f.

5 November. Gwelo, Rhodesia. (early morning)
European policemen and African detectives.

Orange-red elliptical lights.

A Johannesburg paper published:
"Our Salisbury correspondent says that three European policemen and two African detectives were among a party who watched three elliptical lights in the sky northwest of Gwelo early on Friday morning.
"The sky was completely overcast and the lights, which were orange-red in colour,
illuminated a cloud above them. The policemen watched the lights for about ten minutes.
"At first, one large elliptical light attracted their attention. As they watched, two
smaller lights detached themselves and took up position below the larger one.
"'The larger one grew brighter and seemed to be travelling at great speed towards
us, while the smaller ones moved slightly to one side,' said Det.-Sergt. Stretton." (xx.)
(xx.)

Johannesburg, South Africa. Rand Daily Mail. 8 November 54.

6 November. Orange Free State, Transvaal, South Africa. (night)
Enormous cylindrical object. (See clipping)
7 November. S.A.A.F appeal.
A press account stated:

OBJECT\.SIGHTED.
· oVER S.· AFRICA.
Af-/1-.-tY

JOHANNESBURG, .. Wednesd&f.An enormous.· cyllndrlcal object prenouaJy..• alrhted: · by · hundreds ot

people over the northern Fr~ Stat.
an<\ southern Transvaal was tracked
by searchlights from the South
African Air Force station at Dun·
nota.r, Tra.n.sva.&l, la.st nigh t.
). Observers said that when the
aearchllghts picked out t he object
It withdrew behind cloud . Air force
omctflls re!useq to commen t . It Ia
t.he third unldenttned object to be
ajfht.d in theae Jklea In nve daya.

"The South African Air Force issued a statement in Pretoria
yesterday reminding the public to report to the Air Chief of Staff
any strange or unaccountable object seen in the air.
"The statement said that although the Air Force asked the
public 18 months ago to report such objects, it appeared that people had forgotten that the air force was interested in such phenomena.
"Research on a world scale is at present being conducted[!?], and because South
Africa is situated so far south, observations in this area is regarded as of extteiTie importance." (xx.)
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8 November. R.R.A.F. ''No investigation." (See clipping)
9 November. Damascus, Ohio. (12:30 a.m.)
Huge, glowing, oblong object.

APRO files contain this sighting:
"Keith Sidinger was a TV repairman and worked late. He
also was a radio ham. Around midnight Polly [his wife] usually turned on her husband's radio set and waited for Keith to call
on his mobile unit. At 12:30 a.m. (EST) Tuesday, November 9,
1954, she had the set on and was waiting for his call when suddenly she heard a rumble outside the house. At first she thought
it was a nearby train, but the rumble became deafening and rattled the windows and the dishes in a comer cupboard. Looking
out a front window, she saw to her amazement a huge, glowing,
oblong object hovering over Goshen High School directly
across the road and not more than about 200 feet away. Polly's
senses were thoroughly jolted and she couldn't believe her own
eyes at first. But there it was-definitely a solid, material object
with a dull metallic skin giving off a pale glow. Polly said she
noticed no detail on the object's surface. The thing was practically as long as the old portion of the school it hovered over,
which would make the UFO roughly 100 feet in length.
''Now Polly heard a jet flying over at an extremely low altitude, possibly searching the area. She was becoming panicky,
frightened, but she claimed the object seemed to vanish-one
moment it was there, the next it wasn't! After the jet had circled a few times and gone away, the UFO appeared again in its
former position. Just before it vanished for the second and fmal
time, it dropped a small, sparkling object like a ball of fire that
might have fallen on or back of the school. The UFO's second
disappearing act was exactly like the first.
"When Keith arrived home-he said he heard a faint hum
in the southeast. He found his wife frightened, shaking, and
crying. He said he had never seen her so upset." (See sketch)
(xx.)
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(xx.) "The Damascus Sightings 54-9-11."
Damascus, Ohio. APRO files.
Photocopy in author's files.
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11 November. "Independent Center for Collection ofNews on Space Observation."
(CIRNOS)
Italians react:
"The Italian Air Force ministry has officially denied sighting any saucers.
"A number ofltalians were not satisfied with official denials, however. A
group of inquis.itive citizens in Pietralata today announced the creatipn of an
'independent center for collection of news on space observation (CIRNOS).' A
CIRNOS spokesman said, dozens of letters have been received from Rome,
Catanzaro and other Italian cities, and from Marseille and the Moselle area in
France, giving 'valuable details' on flying saucers.
"Information collected so far shows that saucers are flying at far lower
altitude in Europe than in the United States, the spokesman said. Their average
height in America is 6500 to 10,000 feet as compared with only 1,000 to 1,300
feet in Europe, he said." (xx.)
(xx.)

New York, N.Y. World-Telegram. 11 November 54.

11 November. Alamogordo, New Mexico. (no time)
The Lorenzens see 'something."
Here is the November 11th sighting referred to on page 7 of this s~pplement:
"Director [Coral], husband and daughter Leslie, 8, driving about 6 miles north
of Alamogordo to Tularosa, N.M. See flash at ground level appr. 10 degrees east of
due north, apparently to N.E. of Tularosa, followed by ascension of star-like orange
object which proceeded straight up about 15 degrees, then leveled off, disappeared
quickly in the north. Had shape & brilliance of present Mars configuration.
"Location of orange-colored flash at ground level which preceded ascension of
object was not on or near test range of Holloman or White Sands. That and apparent
high speed & G's [forces] involved preludes test missile answer." (xx.)
(xx.)

Hand-written note quickly scribbled by Coral. ''Nov. 11 Alamogordo, N.M.
54-11-11." APRO files. Photocopy in author's files.

12 November. Loyal Oak, Ohio. (no time)
A brief note in the APRO files states: " ... a 'cigar-shaped object with three pale orange lights
on its side' seen on the 12th at Loyal Oak, just west of Akron." (xx.)
(xx.)

"The Damascus Sightings." Damascus, Ohio. 54-11-9 APRO files. (There
were a number of sightings briefly mentioned in the file on the Sidinger case.
Photocopy in author's files.

12 November. Walderalrn, Austria. (6:00p.m.)
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Detached itself-went down.
A sighting investigated by E. Berger:
"In the evening ofNovember 12, unidentified flying objects were sighted and
carefully observed over the Gnadenwald mountains (12 km ENE oflnnsbruck city
-EB) by several persons. The 'Speckbacher' Inn keeper Luis Mair reported the
following details: 'It was around 1800 when high over Walderalm (near Mt. Walderjoch, 1666m-EB) a small luminous body detached itself from a big lighted,
star-shaped object and went down vertically at great speed. It bent [turned?] off to
the west parabolically and continued its flight at half height ofWalderhang (slope
-EB), in low altitude. Despite of the falling dusk visibility was still good. Seen
from the road it looked as if the body was only flying a few hundred meters over it.
It resembled a torpedo of several meters length which caused no sound, glowed red
and expelled sparks to the rear. The observation lasted only a few seconds, then the
body passed towards the west and was no longer visible." (xx.)
(xx.)

Berger, E. "1954/55 The Austrian Share." UFO Phenomena. Ed. R. Farabone.
Editecs Publishing House. P.O. 190 Bologna, Italy. Vol. III, No.1. 1978/79.
pp.l 08-109. Also: Tiroler Tageszeitung. 15 November 54.

Contacted in 1974 about his 1954 sighting, 70-year-old Luis Mayr (the correct spelling) added
some new details. Investjgator E. Berger wrote:
"He [Mayr] saw a 'round fire' above Walderalm while standing out doors on
the parking ground of his alpine in at St. Martin (greater community of Gnadenwald
-EB). What happened then was also witnessed by an academic walking past Mayr.
Something moved down from the light [UFO] and probably leaving the watchers unable to decide whether it bent off parabolically or not, dashed along over the eastnortheast bound road towards them. Mayr feared 'it might crash into the small house'
vis-a-vis of his inn, but the 'fiery arrow trailing a tail and spraying sparks' passed between the building and a nearby monastery church, flying below treetop level over a
meadow less than 100 meters from them. The expression 'torpedo' was due to the
doctor and his wife who said the body was cigar-shaped. Mayr also recalls that two
Americans, 'perhaps military personnel' (of the Allied occupation army) posed
questions to local people concerning 'sky phenomena' and also visited Walderalm
some time later.J' (xx.)

(xx.)

Ibid, p.l09.

13 November. Verviers, Belgium. (night)
"Flying Cigar."
A very brief report states: "Several people in V erviers, Belgium, reported today they saw a
'Flying Cigar' escorted by four other 'shining objects' over Verviers on Saturday night." (xx.)
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(xx.) Cairo, Egypt. Egyptian Gazette. 15 November 54. (Reuters)
12 November. Coromandel, New Zealand. (7:40p.m.)
"I've never seen a meteor with windows in it!"
There were a lot of"cigar-shaped" UFO reports. No doubt many were meteors, or so like
meteors in appearance and behavior we cannot prove otherwise. The CSI New Zealand group
obtained this close up observation of a "cigar" UFO that has interesting details:
"Mr. Ray T. Craig, who is the Auckland City Housing Officer, had a close-up
view ofwhat may have been a space ship. It was on November 13 1h, 1954, on the
day of the Parliamentary Election when he and his party set out on a week's holiday
to Coromandel, at a place called Wairimu Bay. In the evening, following an invitation from their host and hostess, the party set off for the pictures [cinema] in the
township in their host's car, and as they arrived very early they were all sitting relaxed in the car on the opposite side of the road from the theatre, whilst their host,
who was the driver of the car, was talking to a friend from his position in the right
hand front seat.
"The evening was clear and visibility excellent after a beautiful sunny day with
very little cloud. Mr. Woods, who was sitting in the rear seat on the left called out,
'Look at the meteor!' There sailing quietly across the line of vision between the
picture theatre and the Post Office, was a brightly lit flying object not _very high-maybe 2,000 feet up, and proceeding in a westerly direction at roughly the speed of
a normal aeroplane, say 200 miles per hour.
"Four ofthe six in the car saw the machine, two in the front seat and two in the
rear. The driver who, was engrossed in conversation, did not see it, neither did Mrs.
Craig who was in the centre of the rear seat, and whose view was obstructed by her
husband on her right. Mr. Craig said that at first it looked like a very large and
brilliantly lit railway carriage floating in the air, and he said, 'That is no meteor, I've
never seen a meteor with windows in it!' Thinking the whole thing might be areflection on the inside of the car's windows from a lighted vehicle on the left side of
the car, he quickly opened the right side rear door and was able to get a clear and
unobstructed view of the object. It was cigar-shaped with the rear end elongated and
the front end stubbed off short.

"The whole thing appeared very large with straight sided windows or ports all
along its side, these windows having perfectly shaped semi-circular tops and bottoms.
Ports were also in the elongated rear end. Each window was brilliantly lit from inside, and was about the colour of the old incandescent gas mantle when alight. At
the top and bottom on the windows and also between them, The fuselage was bright
silver, and this portion appeared to be rough as though covered with what appeared to
be drops standing out like roughcast [rough surface?].
"The front end, from the foremost lighted window to the extreme front, was not
lighted at all, but appeared as a large unlighted shadow against the sky. On thinking
over the whole sighting, which of course only lasted about eight seconds, Mr. Craig
thinks that as the fuselage portion appeared bright and the part between the windows
silvery, while the bow end was in darkness, the fuselage was probably translucent and
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the bow was probably cut off from the body by an internal bulkhead.
"The amazing part of the whole affair is that there was no sound. There appeared
to be no wings, tail or fms, of any description, and as far as could be judged, any .great
streamlining. Yet later in the evening it was seen by the son and daughter of a fr1end
of Mr. Craig's when it was described as absolutely streaking across the sky to the north
of the Auckland harbour. This visitor was seen in the Wailato, over Chelsea and Whangarei on the same night, and the sighting in the Waikato was reported in the Auckland
Star. It was seen by Mrs. Boyce at Orak:ei, Auckland, almost over tfie house at even
closer quarters than the sighting described by Mr. Craig.
"A few more points were elucidated in conversation with Mr. Craig by our interviewer. After the sighting Mr. Craig said to the others in the car, 'We won't see anything like this again so we had better talk it over and agree upon a description and make
a sketch. As he is accustom to drawing, he made the sketch himself. Asked how big
he thought it was, he said it was hard to estimate the size with any accuracy, but there
were a few pointers that helped in judging. For example, there is a low hill behind the
picture theatre at Coromandel, and it was above and behind this hill, and comparing
its position with the hill, he was able to put the distance as half a mile and the height at
2,000 feet. For anything even at that distance to give the impression ofbeing huge it
must have been fairly big.
"Then again he was able to get an idea of the probable size of the windows from
the following. Later in Auckland he noticed some windows of similar shape in a building, and about 20 feet high, and the spaceship's windows were seen from farther off,
they must have been more than 20 feet high, and the length of the ship compared with
the height ofthe windows might have been anything from 200 to 400 feet. If that were
so it may have been as big as a large steamer ...
.
"The dat.e being 13th November, it should be realized that his was a daylight sightmg. At tha\:lllle ofthe year, only five weeks to the longest day, there is still a good light
at 7:40p.m. (xx.)
(xx.)

Official Quarterly Journal Civilian Saucer Investigation (N.Z.). March-June, 1956.
Vol. III, No.4. pp.3-4, 22.

Untranslated clipping dated: 14 November. (See page 18) (Credit: Jean Sider)
14 November. Alavieska, Finland.
"UFO crow."
This Finn~s~ story, as given on page 21 of the monograph UFOs: A History 1954 NovemberD ecember, IS mcorrect The "ph
UFO"
formation:
·
ony
was not a cow. It was a crow. Here is the correct in-

"Finnish police Sat~day unmasked a 'flying saucer,' revealing it to be nothin
g
more}han a. tame crow With a small flashlight tied to its bill.
.
, The brrd had been tamed by a shoemaker in Alavieska, equipped with a ' headlight, and sent aloft regularly at dusk to alarm residents." (xx.)
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MOUSTIQUE n0]..503, 14 NOVEMBRE 1954, PAGES 15-18
MARCINELLE·CHARLERO I, BELGIQUE
Mon comml&st.lre. qui semble dkldment . avolr appTis 1.. rlclea de Ia
crlttque· d~ ~molrnage.s, aJoute ~
- Vous VOWI etonnez de J'enten•
dre . parler d'nallucinatlan 1 S•chez
qu'H .& r ecu une avalanche de coupures de p resse rtlatives a son a.venture, plus ou molns romancee par VO.Ci

c

~tonne c!'en)endno le mot .h&lluclna.Uon » aortir de .aa bouche . .s.ns
doute Marlua llt-11. maa. ·a mon
sens. ie t.erme ne ncure pas· au voeabul&lre d'UD metaUo. Et Marlus
travatUe dans une uslne met.allurlllque.
LE COMMJSSAIRE

EST BON ENFANT.
J e :Jub alle ensulte demander l'a.vls
de M. oouchet. comml.ssalre de po·
uce i. onnalnl . J 'al apprls que tors
de la visite nocturne de Marius De·
wUde, les a,eent. de .service n'ont pa,, .
Jug~ pportun de revelller leur chef.
0
• Pourt.ailt. lis ne font pas de rna·
nl~re.s pour me Urer de men Ut pour
des choees molns lmportante3 ,,
ajout.e mon · tnterlocuteur rn rtant.
Quand a apprl.s l'lncldent. s'est
rendu unm~d.i&t.eme.nt chez l'ln.torinat.eur.
· ·
- J'a~al.s · donm n'Lmporte quol
pour pouvolr l'tnterroce:r avant qu'll
alt pu canter l'avent.ure ~ que:lqu'un
d 'autre. ·car Je aab eomblen les falt.s
sont vlt.e ctelormts ._ Ioree de r~~·
Ut.lon .
·
, J 'avaJ.a prla 1a vr~uUon de n\e
fatre accompa&oer de plusleurs
asenL1. de 1a Police de l'Alr. Marlus
frls.IOnnalt · et claqualt des dents 1m
now parla.nt. Je me auLs mime deman<!<! a'll n'r.valt pu froid et Je
l'l.llnvlte ._ pr.saer un v~t.ement plus
.chr.ud. ~aa eel& n'a rlen · ehanl~ ._
~~, :!-t~~~dza~/~11,.:.:, ~/a~:..~~~...
rtcit dt ee• tt><!MIOU1111 m~.tl!rieu:z:.
• ,Malnt.enant. Je le eonnals de·
puu des annks e~ Je aau qu'U n'est
Pas
un froid
ft'Ow.sard. C'eet un cars qul
n·a· pas
aux yeux. D'&utre part
u ne b9lt pa.s et ce n'est P&S ~
D

bans confrhes et que l'hypoth~e de
l'halluctna.Uon a ete a vancee cent
fol~ dans ce3 Joumaux. 1l a eu le

temps de _,e ram\llar~ser a.vec le mot.
Ne vous a-t-U pas parle de rat.LI·
tude de 1a. presse ?
- Sa femme s'en Halt charsee et
elle n'et.alt pi\.S contente de cett.e
publlciU.
- Mettez- vou.s 8 sa place ... Mats
Ma.rlus lul·meme n'a-t·ll fait. e.u·
CWle allusion ?
a stmplement dlt. tout en
des.sinaDt un croquls : « Et surtout.
ne vous fiez pas a ce qul a paru. C'est
cent mille tots exagere .•
- En tout ca.s. les journallstes
qui ont voulu a tout.e !orce talre
puser Marl\.1& pour un hallucln~
perdent de vue que I'Hat mental
d 'un vbioonalre est tot.alement dlfftrent de celul d'Wl homme normal,
et que dans la plupar~ des cu cet.te
ttndanee va de pair avec un de~equWbre de · rorsanJsme.
- En conclu.slon, vous ave• 1a
convleUon qu'll s'est pr.sse quelque
chase 1
- Absolument t En dehors des
arsuments
)e vlens
de d~velopper. 11 y aque
quelque
chose
de plUs
tanclble, de maurlel, Je veux dire
)U traoeJ que l'eng1n 1 Jalssee.s sur
le ballast...
- Je sals. Nous lPs a vans photolmLPh1~e.s. PWs-Je vous demander ce
~
qu'en penscnt les hanunes de la Pa~lll~ur.
a un esprit equlllbr~. polloe de I'Alr 7
.
> Done, s'll s'est d~r&lli~ pour aller
- Oh ! lis ne sont pas bavards.
prevenlr Ia pollee, c'est qu'll s'~talt Ib ant slmplement constate que tes
P~ quelque chose de s<rleux : on t.raverses montralent a hult endrott..
ne lalt P.. vlngt-clnq l<llomHTes des taches ressomblant a des taches
pour le plalstr de raeonter de.s ca- d'encre. lls ant emport.e de:s ~lats
un
qui a aon
les lalre analyser en
lmportanc-1. Marlus , avalt lea
acuvl?cn-U• deceit quelque radiofates ,, eamme on d.lt 'en P'ra.nce · U
ne l'a pa.s cache et, au cOurs de'ta
- Pas que Je sache. Et. en toutconversation &\'ec Je.s hom.mes de ca.s. Us ne naus le dlront probabJe-

ll

ll

II

·.Ua·;disco ·fttmte onetr~i

1

J"';'bJ~~u"c:~al

d~l.&ll

~:bo~l~1 ~ur

:~~':;~!P~~ -;u~~ ~~~e;:~~:I; ~:~~u~::. ;
t. Ia toUetloe. Voyez-vou.s, dAN notre
metier on apprend & donner quel-

que valeu.r ._ ce:s choees.
• Ma convtctlon eat done f&lte u
s'esl ~ une chose myat.erle~se.
une chose sl extraordlnalre qu'elle a
lalt perdno quelque -peu Ia tet.e a un
ho.oune sen.~~6. En ce quJ c o ne•me

v~ remarque:s, par exemple & propos de Ia faclllte &vee laquelle U racont.e $00 &venture. un peu a la fa~an d',une l~on apprise, Jl'oubllez
pas QU II a recn Ia vt.•lte de quatrevlnet· QUatre reporter• et qu·. . eon;
tr•lre. •I sa l'f'latlon s'~tolt ampllfibe, vaus a.urtez alan le droit de le
soupconn~r de . broder aur \Ul Ul~nle

connu.
l...e

.

lecteur l'a d~v~. j'avals plr.ld~

le faux pour aavolr le vnl en mettaut. en dout.e Ia sloc l!dt.e de Mart~
sow prl!t.exte qu'U se teua.lt ._ aa

ver&IOil or!alnale.

·

ce n 'est pas dans leurs
, L'entretlen etalt termlne. Vral,
J &1 rarement eu le prlvllege de prendre cant.a.ct avec un fanctJonnatre
aus.sl pensplcace, au.1sl cult1ve que
1e comm!M&Ire Oouchet. ·Je ne dlm!nueral pas Ia valeur de l'hommage
en &Joutant que Je ne hante pas Jes
l"""b"ur;.;e;;:&;;:U;;;X..,;d::;e:..,'.t::::
l>'O!!II:::_:ce:,:.::.
.. _ _ _ _ _ _.J

d1 . 300 .~nllllarl presso Glnetrl'
. Olae.,a IS nov~mbr!!, matt.. ·
Una sensar.lonalt notlzla &til
tanto dlliCuuo Pl'oblema . del

• dllchl volanll • · I! trn~lata
1111 a Olnevra. Olo''tdt pome-

rtrtto.4verl0

le ore

111,30 le

~m

pacrrle dtlla diCen cont 111 crea
•tulon,a.ntl al campo mllltarc
dl Orahd-VIIlard SlR\'800 eomplendo delle norma ll e~en:lta·
zlonl quando, lmlll"'vvl&amen·
i te, W1 IIOidato acorgeva nel cit•
lo . Q\J&Ioou. dl lruollto etn:a
trec.n to 1r ... mllltan e(J ·um&Ua·
~~~
· bbandonaftno allort. c&n•
1 e pez:zl per &ei\Jire nel
, 0
1 ele le evolur.lont· dl un c dlaeo vola.nt.e • che volt~ggtava

l

"'" ndo au ae atel\.~o a clro.l
10.000 m~trt dl quota. Le 011·

aerTazlonl v~nn~ro fatt~ · • mc•10 dl cannoet"hlall, llppu...,.hl
dr ~!stone
.....
""~
-•-1
.,.r I'OIISen·arlone
deI """o e t~lemetrl. 11 • dl,e('O
Yol.ante t !l pre~tOIII'n dt
I
araento contornato d:\ un/l'u~

tw5ama. .

·

.
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(xx.)

Oma

ha, Nebraska. Sunday World-Herald. 14 November 54. (Reuters)

15 November. Saucer craze reaches Greece.

A Reuters correspondent notified his London office:
"The 'flying saucer craze' has reached Greece: "Flying saucer~.' saucer-men,
interplanetary journeys' and problems and speculation connected w~th all these
subjects have become one of the main topics of everyday conversat~on.
"While the Greek Press almost every day carries reports of flymg saucers seen
by peasants in remote mountains villages or islands [apparently hardly any were reported in the press outside of Greece]." (xx.)
(xx.)

Belfast, Ireland. The Belfast News-Letter. 15 November 54. (Reuters)

? November. Unnamed village, Central Greece. (no time)
Suddenly disappeared.
The same Reuters correspondent passed on two Greek UFO reports. One was from a small
village:
"Recently, from a small village perched high on the slopes ofMo~t Pelion,
in Central Greece, came reports of a 'flying saucer' which, after hovering over the
village for fifteen minutes, suddenly disappeared. The two 'eye-witnesses' of the
incident, however, disagreed on the shape of the flying object. One said that it was
like a sup plate, while the other asserted that it looked like a flying cigar [Seen at
different angles?]. (xx.)
(x.x.)

Belfast, Ireland. The Belfast News-Letter. 15 November 54. (Reuters)

? November. Agiassos, Lesbos Island, Greece. (no time)

"Flying alarm clock." Another disappearing act-twice over.
The second Greek report passed on by the Reuters man states:
"A part of Greece apparently most visited recently by flying saucers is the island
of~esbos, close to the Asia Minor coast of Turkey. Huntsmen, wood cutters, and
agncultural. guards have repeatedly reported the apparition of flying objects to the
Gendarmene Headquarters of this island [We need some Greek UFO researchers to
check this out-L.E.Gross]
"Doctors, nurses and 100 inmates of a sanatorium at the village of Agiassos on
the isla~d ofLes~os, are reported to have seen the latest, and strangest, apparitio~.
Accordmg to therr_ statements, the~ saw a round shining object shaped like an alarm
clock [round?] flymg at a great he1ght over the sanatorium.
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"The 'flying alarm clock' made a few rounds then climbed upward at a tremendous speed, plunged down, and disappeared flying horizontally. A few ~oments later,
where there had been one 'flying alarm clock,' two appeared on the honzon-and
after similar movements vanished before the eyes ofthe astounded onlookers." (xx.)
(xx.)

Belfast, Ireland. The Belfast News-Letter. 15 November 54. (Reuters)

15 November. Gela (Sicily), Italy. (no time)
(See clipping)
15 November. Alliance, Ohio. (no time)

l~.~~:,~;~

'SAUCER'SQliADRON~·

Orange, oval objects.
An extremely brief report states that a James Ansley Jr., amateur
astronomer, spotted a couple orange, oval-shaped, objects o~er the
city of Alliance, Ohio, on November 15, 1954. From each s1de of
the objects three or four beams of lights were projected. (x:x.)
(xx.)

"The Damascus Sightings." 54-11-9. APRO files.
Photocopy in author's files.

..

OVER ITALY .

·. .
•
· · · Catania, Nov. 18./
. A ·.• quadron ot -nyln~e-saucer •
wao obnrved ye1terday by mete
than 40 oeraon• .'n the. townJ.I

vel•,

.

. .

·

The extraordinary ·ret up. M
nylnc at very . hlch . ~pe~d ohd
very . hlyh &lUtude, luvlny behind ' a aort of white
evrtaln,
three-quarter~ of ·. • mil~ ·· lone •
. which . elided ol(!wly down ' to
earth.
·
· About 100 vammeo of ' th\'
1.-eurtaln" were •ubmltlcd to

.

laboratory . tnt at tho
local
hoa ttal · and · were round . to b<1

· confbuns o,.. ··11•••
\

ANSA.

.

-· . · ·

'

Ubrcs... · -

Brazilian military press releases.
Here is some of APRO's file on the release ofUFO information by the Brazilian military:
"The [Gravatai AF Base October 24, 1954] sighting was first reported in an official statement released to the press on October 26, 1954, at Porto Alegre, by Colonel
Hardman, the AFB C.O. Confirmed at Rio by Brigadier Gervasio Duncan, Chief of
the Air Defense Command, in an interview printed in the newspaper Tribuna da Imprensa on October 281h. Printed in the magazine 0 Cruzeiro, November 27, 1954.
This statement was also published in the May, 1956 issue ofC.F.S.I. 's Flying Saucer
Review, in a Dr. Fontes' article. On November 16, 1954, in a press interview, the Air
Defense Command at Rio de Janeiro released for publication summaries from five of
sixteen reports on military sightings over Rio Grande do Sul, in October, by AF per
sonnel; two ofthe summaries were concerned with the Gravatai AFB incident. They
were printed in the Trinbuna da Imprensa, 0 Globo, Diario da Noite, 0 Jornal, and
several other Rio newspapers (November 17, 1954); and also in the magazine 0 Cruzeiro (November 27, 1954).
17 November. Telfa, Austria. (6:15a.m.)
Reddish-yellow disc.
An Austrian gendarmrie report states:
"On November 17, 1954, at 0615, as usual, the eyewitness walked from his

.

.

..
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house to the Schindler factory which lies 200-300 meters to the north. On his way
Alois Seelos [the witness] spotted a bright, reddish-yellow colored disc in the starry
morning sky. It seemed to fly at 5,000 meters altitude. It came from Mosem (north),
changed direction over the Inn Valley to the southwest and disappeared towards
Brenner. The disc was clearly visible. It flew soundlessly and had a long, glowing
tail which looked like a shower of sparks. The whole phenomenon was observed
for 3-5 seconds. Seelos had heard of saucers before, but never believed in their
reality. He is now convinced they are remotely controlled, unmanned flying objects
of terrestrial origin. This because he believes no human being would stand the high
cruising speeds. The disc he observed flew much faster than a jet fighter. It could
not be mixed up with one." (xx.)
(xx.)

Berger, E. "1954/55 The Austrian Share." UFO Phenomena. Ed. R. Farabone
Editecs Publishing House. P.O. 190 Bologna, Italy. Vol. III, No.1. 1978/79.
pp.l09-110.

19 November. Guttaringberg, Austria. (6:30a.m.)
"Like a flattened star."
E. Berger found two reports for the 19th. Here is the first one:
"Two Guttaring/St. Veit an der Glan officers on patrol observeq a bright, shining disc like a flattened star on November 19, 1954, at 0630 from Guttaringberg way
over the Althofen region (an industrial town ofNE Carinthia-E.B.). After hanging
in the air motionless for some seconds, it went into motion with great speed, flew a
north-south course, and disappeared behind an isolated cloud after five seconds. The
flying body had a noticeably wavy trajectory." (xx.)
(xx.)

Berger, E. "1954/55 The Austria Share." UFO Phenomena. p.l10.

19 November. Innsbruck, Austria. (8:00a.m.)
Aeronautical expert, glider pilot, puzzled by a "something." Berger writes:
" ... from a serious source. Yesterday (December 19, 1954-EB), Sunday at 0800
... an aeronautical expert ... from Innsbruck airport just coming from his night shift,
sighted a 'UFO' hovering at 6,000 meters altitude over Wipptal Valley. It was remarkable that the object did fly completely against the wind which was blowing from
the northeast at 10 knots. At that time a man from the Innsbruck glider team also
wanted to show him the object ... visibility was good, the sky nearly cloudless ... The
measured altitude of the cirrus clouds was 7,000 meters, thus about 1,000 meters over
the object ... which was luminous and had a halo. It moved against the wind for ten
minutes and defmitely was no weather balloon .. . " (xx.)
(xx.) Berger, E. "1954/55 The Austrian Share." UFO Phenomena. p.lll.
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The cartoon strip Man 'zelle Souris par Coq, in the Brussels newspaper Le Soir, repeatedly
made use of the "saucer theme' for its daily dose of humor. The strip used no dialogue and
kept things very simple. Three examples are shown below.
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19 November. Catania (Sicity), Italy. (no time)
"Shaped like a platform." (See clipping)

fVdv

)....o

1'1.0(

Untranslated clipping. APRO files. (See clipping)

'

.

.FLYING SAUCER OVER
.CA.TANI~ ·' CEMETE~Y .\\.

20 November. An island in the Rio Grande River,
Brazil. (no time)

·

·-. CatansaJ Nov. 19.

Four youngmen hive reporte.!
they have eeen :a flying "•aucer''
~llcUne . at about 60
yanS. ove~ '
Catania'• cemetery I
.· . \
· They nld f.he objt~c:t, which

"Some kind of platform."

wae ·. ehaped·l; like~- a 1 platform
whoee dlamater wa. •even --ya.rde.
and from which emllnated an In·
tenae light, .dluppl!ared a ·few
aec:ond• later behind :a hill over-

A Lt. A. Sobral and a Lt. Francisco Hardy of
the Brazilian Air Force encountered a UFO
while flying over the Rio Grande, a river that
marked the boundary between the States of

looking tbe . cemetery; -

<ANSA) .

Minas Gerais and Sao Paulo.
On November 20, 1954, while piloting a mail
plane (#T15-1166) from Uberaba to Sao Paulo,
officers Sobral and Hardy noticed a strange object either on, or hovering over, a small uninhabited island in the Rio Grande. The object appeared to be "Some kind of platform," an estimated nine meters in diameter and about 3-4
meters thick, topped with a dome. The "thing"
was surrounded by a yellow, chrome-like[?]
colored halo.
The officers banked their plane and dove on
the object. Apparently reacting to the plane's
movements, the UFO zoomed off at a 30-degre~
angle towards the east.
As the object increased its acceleration, the
brightness around it grew ever stronger which
masked any details of the UFO's structure.__Jhe \
object covered the distance to the horizon in a ~~
split-second. No soUDd was heard. (xx.)
(xx.)

UNICAT Files. Investigative report
by Dr. Olavo Fontes. Photocopy of
UNICAT file in author's files.
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:Ta1nbiell en-1Pderto·.-;-·La; crri~
·Vieronifin ·Pi~tnl6 VJiallte,

,. . ;:r~J1 . B~h~rin, : ~uy cdn·~~fd6tJ~ 'y~~-b~~~fJ

~i~.
' ·: se~a)~ba ··~:~~~: ,~Cal~ci~rlillcas; ·. ~e
:} fo · :. que \.~; ha_bfa, •vistq.;~'::f.HaY.Yo.fro.· fe$fl.!116ni_Q
1

; .· · ;,'rutitTo ·LA ct.tiz. :::_p,;~.· ;~v/Wclti~<!o ;~Jt~i:'· con•~~t'J.

; ' \ Yhmbre· 2t (0. VllchttV.:....t:l le/ jl•l6 ~el "Nerro" Bellorln. · ·
I • .·dbadll
'boraa tie Ia ,iloche '" Otro 1ertlmonlo' con
rtlaei61t
1, ,1, -; por ,IU ·.lnraedl&clonn del bao al . "platlllo volador", lo . taclllt6
1 :.. trill _El l'ar't.l&n, tl nftor Jta. lruatmente tl R_etlor . C~ur Au rutfat! · Bellorfn ·MalaYer, • qulen to Mattlnez, (tulen dljo:
Y!Ajaba en compal\la d• olru
-Yo venia • pit desda EI•Papersonaa oblt"6 un eldratlo rAlto para el centro dt la eludad,
a para to, que '~' letlal6 al 'dl• euando repentlnament• obHI'Y' un
etarar a nueRtr~ Corretpolllal' wmbldo mu:r raro y at dt~tr•
f qu •• tralaba de an "plait· me para obRHvar , v1 un extra~(f
•
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23 November. Torpo, Norway. (afternoon)
"Big eyes, covered by a pair of immense red
glasses."
According to our source:

r'L . :.:
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"The date was November 23, 1954-a time just after the great landing wave in
France, when notable sightings were being made in many places, among them Italy
and Brazil. The witnesses were three little girls, Anne and Tora Storedal and Tora
Moy Haugo, ofTorpo, in the Hallingdal district; Anne was ten years old, the other
two were nine, and all were frightened out of their wits. As they were coming home
from school near some woods, a black object descended rapidly from the sky, knocked snow from the tree tops, and stopped only a few feet above the girls ' heads. They
gave the following weird description of it: 'It looked like a stone ... like aball ... about
ten feet across; the lowest part was black, but trimmed with yellow spots which could
have been made of glass, and there were also a number of small, red jags[?]. ' The
upper part was transparent-the trees could be seen through it-and a human or at
any rate semi-human pilot was visible inside: operating controls of some sort. Dressed in black, this man or entity had 'big eyes, covered by a pair of immense, red glasses,' with which he looked straight at the girls. The craft then rose again with a droning sound, brushing a high-tension line and striking a shower of sparks from it; an
odor compared by Tora Moy to 'fried sausages' filled the air; and the little girls ran
for their lives." (xx.)
(xx.)

CSJ Newsletter 511157. Also: SIR! magazine. March 1957. Investigator:
Oddvar Larsen.

UFO investigator Oddvar Larsen talked to the witnesses. Tora Storedal had this to add: "When
the stone [UFO] came down toward me it had a long, white tail behind, !mt when the stone turned and moved away, the tail went ftrst. That was funny, I thought." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

Larsen also recorded this: "In the snow, there was found and photographed a disturbed track 25
yards long, presumably made by the craft after the girls had turned their backs on it." (xx.)
(xx.) Ibid.

23 November. Melbourne, Australia. (8·45
. p .m., 9 :00 p.m., 9 :40 p.m., 9 :45 p.m. )
Orange flames ?
An article in the Argus said:
"A 'mys~erious whining object' swooped for more than an hour over southern

~uburbs last rught. Startled watchers jammed The Argus switchboard with reports after
1t had.roa:ed ~ut to sea at a height of two miles. The object 'with flames shooting
from 1ts s1des, .was seen at Ormond at 8:45p.m., Camberwell at 9, Brighton at 9:40
and fr?m a fishmg boat two miles off Hampton at 9:45. These Argus readers report~d
the ObJect:
" 1. ' I saw a whit.e object with flames shooting from the sides as I stood in
Ormond statiOn. It was about a mile up and making a whistling noise

·
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as it circled quickly.'
"2. 'I saw it in Doncaster Road, near Burke Road, Camberwell. It seemed
to be about miles up and hovering. It then circled and flew south. It
was white in the middle, dark on the outside, with orange flames gushing from the sides. It had a high pitched whistle or whine.'
"3. 'I saw the object at 9 p.m. in Camberwell Road, Camberwell. It was
white with dark edges and red flares seemed to flash out of it. It would
have been at least a mile up and was whining eerily.'
·
.
"4. 'At the comer ofRiversdale and Glenferrie Roads at 9:30 I heard a
whining noise and saw a round object with a white centre and orangered flames shooting from it, hovering two to three miles up.'
"5. 'At 9:40 I saw it from near by home. It had a light in the centre and flares
from the sides, and circled before racing out to the bay. It was two or
three miles up. It whined like a jet at first, but the sound got louder as it
accelerated.'
"6. 'The object flashed past [in?] the sky about two miles up. It was oval-

shaped and glowing, but the low cloud ceiling stopped us from determin·
ing the exact colour. It was glowing too brightly to be a meteor.'" (xx.)
(xx.)

Melbourne, Australia. The Argus. 24 November 54.

25 November. Manasquan, New Jersey. (9:45p.m.)
V -formation.
A report in APRO files reads:
"We had gone out to see my brother and his family off to their home in Freehold.
It was a very clear night-no clouds, cold, and the sky was filled with stars. I stood on
the porch when the others walked out to the car. I noticed a long, broad beam of light
in the north. It seemed to be waving slowly from right to left. I thought I'd ask my
mother about it after the others left, because I had not known there was a searchlight
over Manasquan. About a minute and a halflater, my mother, who was standing by
the car with my brother and his family, spoke about how beautiful the sky was. We
all looked up. At that point I noticed that what I had thought was a broad searchlight
beam was now moving towards us. Then, immediately after, it became a V -formation
of about 20 objects ... moving from north to south, they appeared luminescent, greenishgray, roughly spherical, moving very fast (about the speed of a jet plane) and silently.
Number: about 20, flying in V-formation. Height: low, but above the trees. Size: from
the ground they appeared about the size of melons. Witnesses: Mrs. W. W. Wynkoop,
73 Virginia Avenue, Manasquan, N.J.; Mr. & Mrs. Burson Wynkoop, North Wind Farm,
Freehold, N.J. and son Chrsitopher; Mr. William Wynkoop, ofNew York City (200 West
108 1h Street).
"As they passed over the house, we all ran down the walk to follow them with our
eyes, but they quickly disappeared behind the trees on the next block. I called the Central
Office of the Sky Watchers in Trenton and reported it to them My brother and his son
said the whole formation appeared to them to be undulating. (xx.)
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For what it's worth, the witness added this: "A young man I know has two friends in the Radar
Control Base, White Plains, New York. They told him that there were so many sightings Thanksgiving night, 1954, that the whole coast-from Maine to Florida-was alerted for invasion."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Ibid.

27 November. Madras City, India. (about 8:30p.m.)
"Saucer" lands? (See clipping) Was it a helicopter?
28 November. Between Florence and Rome. (no time)
Saucer chases a train?
A note in APRO files says:
"The Giornale d 'Italia published a letter from a Lt.
Fulvius Donnini in which this officer states that he saw
two flying saucers, which, during one hour and forty
minutes chased a train in which he was traveling from
Florence to Rome. Lt. Donnini specifies that the two
machines (which looked as ifthey were made of aluminum) left an orange-tinged trail in the sky. They looked
to be 1,800 and 5,400 feet high and moving at the same
speed as the train. The lieutenant observed that the two
saucers seemed, at certain moments, to sop in the air and
change their direction." (xx.)
(xx.)

(No city given), Italy. Giornale d'ltalia.
28 November 54. APRO files.

28 November. Petare, Venezuela. (2:00a.m.)
The famous "scuffle with a dwarfish creature."
About the time Coral Lorenzen of APRO obtained the
services of Dr. Fontes ofBrazil as a UFO investigator,
another Latin American source became available: a Mr.
Horacie Gonzales Ganteaume who worked for General
Motors Venezuela. Mr. Gateaume's English was good
enough to provide reasonable translations of news items
about UFO activity in Venezuela for American readers.
APRO was fortunate to have Gateaume for a corresponat this time. A UFO flap hit the oil rich nation.
The big stoz of the flap was the "fight with a dwarf"on
November 28 1 involving a Gustavo Gonzales and Jose

Flying Saucer
Lands Near
Madras City?
MADRAS. Dec . ~.-Landi~ of a
!lvinr
sauctr
in the Hamlet of
K·arlambakkam In the •uburbl of 1
Madras City, on Saturday Jut
ls
the talk of the town.
The whole hamlet, which hu at
l~a~t 11 hundred educated re~!denh.
h all(og '\\' llh the rtory. The uucer
"landec'' in an open space
ad- i
jacent to the villace road, at about 1
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.
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Into their home~ and t>eran Jhuttlnr dool'tl and window~ . Some of
them said the occupants o! the !lyIng boat Invited them to come near
them b!' r~rlure~. But th~y WHt
10 !ri{htened thty did not ro.
Arter five
minute~. the
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One
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Bit by bit !he ~!orv rot around
and the whole o! - M•clra~ citv
I~
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lAndlnr o! the nylnog nuc~r.
·
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Ponce. Fact or fiction, the story made quite an impression. Wrote Gateaume: "This case I can
tell you has taken the country by storm! There is expectancy in the air! The people have been
jolted seriously! There is no indication of panic, but one can feel from the commentaries and
conversations that the people are waking up." (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Coral Lorenzen. From: Horacie Ganteaume. Date: 30 November 54.
APRO files. Photocopy in author's files.

Another note, this time from "Joe," in APRO records, asserts:
"Coral, what these two men saw on the morning ofNovember 28 was true,
as you know how the government is here with these things. There can be no hoax
or phoniness in all this. All the newspapers in the city [Caracas] and the states
have published the news. The men are being interrogated and questioned by
government departments, as to prove that what they saw was real. My father went
this morning to the Inspectory in Petare and he talked to the men who saw the two
yesterday morning. He says everything is true, and so do all the officers." (xx.)
(xx.)

"Venezuela Petare 54-11-28." Note in APRO files. Photocopy in author's files.
(I don't know who "Joe" is. It hardly seems reasonable Ganteaume would select
the nick name of"Joe"-L.E.Gross)

Ganteaume provides some additional details on the case:
"The incident took place in Petare, a small town on the outskirts of Caracas
[Some think the event took place in Caracas]. Mr. Gustave Gonzalez de Leon owns
a Panel Delivery Truck and earns his living transporting foodstuff to market [In some
news accounts Gustave and his helper Jose Ponce are referred to as "merchants"]. In
order that produce should reach market in Caracas in time he has to go Petare early in
the morning, get the stuffthere from the producers and be back in time to catch the
early morning rush. He always reaches Petaro at around 2:00a.m. in the morning."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Letter: To: Coral Lorenzen. From Horacie Ganteaume. Date: 30 November 54.
APRO files. Photocopy in author's files.

Gonzales and Ponce turned into Bella Vista street to make a stop at a sausage factory. They
were use to handling bundles of meat and should have had little trouble estimating weight.
When Gonzales grabbed the "little man" he was surprised at its lightness. First he said the
dwarf probably weighted 30 kilos but then suggested it might be more like 50. (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

For the record, here is a translation of the incident as published in the newspaper El
Universal:
"Gustavo Gonzales, a 25-year-old Cuban-born man, and residenced at Catia
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(a suburb of Caracas) was a victim of a nervous shock when he st~ggled wi~h a
strange living being who came to earth from an incandescent, glowmg machme,
which hovered at a few feet from the ground. The incident, recalls Gonzales, had
taken place yesterday at 2 o'clock in the morning on Bella Vista. street in Petar~ (a
town 20 minutes drive from Caracas). The Cuban, hours after his encounter wtth
the strange being, had to be taken to the Hospital and Emergency. Post ~t Sala~
Street in Caracas where the medical station staff that examined him noticed slight
bruises on his side. According to the Official Statement from the Press Office of
the Police Precinct ofthe locality, Mr. Gustavo Gonzales declared as follows:
' When driving along Bella Vista street, steering a station-wagon car of my own,
accompanied by my assistant, I made the car stop, when noticing, surprisingly,
that the street ahead was as bright as midday. My assistant, Gonzales continued,
also surprised, opened the door of the vehicle and jumped out, as I did too. Then
he ran away when seeing what I, seconds later, saw too. We were not drunk as we
were on our way to market place to sell our goods.
" 'When I got out ofthe car, I observed how a strange living being was coming
closer to us. At ftrst I felt as ifl could not move myself, but then I walked towards
the odd man, and took it into my arms and tried to stop it, but that little man had
enormous strength and got rid of the sort of"wrench or clinch" I had applied to him.
I , then, fell to the ground, but I got myself up quickly. I tried to chase the little man,
and when I looked at him again, I noticed something more astounding. Two more
little men, (one of them trained on me a sort of "flashlight") were coming, seemingly
to help their companion. That light prevented me from noticing what _was happening,
and when things returned to normal, everything was gone[?] . When I came out from
that kind of"spell," I had my knife in my right hand and remembered that, when the
little man (whom I had tried to embrace and stop) came to me, I instinctively drew
out the knife and thrust it against him. The blade made contact with the coarse skin
of the strange being and glided on it as if on a very strong material. My friend and
I, added Gonzales, could see something like a "shiny saucer," from which the three
little men came out. The one I got was "hairy," had no nose at all, small sized (3
feet or 36 inches), barefooted, wearing a very queer suit (it looked like "diapers"),
and two eyes that were bright and shiny. He got rid of me by jumping like a cat.'
"Jose Ponce, Gonzales ' s friend, ran away and arrived in the Inspectory of
Transit, situated on the same street where the strange incident took place. Minutes
later Gonzales, too, arrived at this office and after drinking some water, he told every-

thing about the incident. All those at the Inspectory looked at the two men with surprise. Somebody said: ' What you two men have seen is nothing but a consequence of
~rinkin_g .. . ,' but !hey showed that they had not tasted any alcoholic beverage by blowmg therr breaths m the fac e o f the o ffic ers . _. · · (xx . )

(xx.)

Caracas, Venezuela. El Universal. 30 November 54. APRO files. Translated
by "Joe." Photocopy in author's files.

The APRO translator adds:
"This is the best detailed report published by the newspapers here but there are
several little details that this one didn't publish. Not many, here I'm writing them:
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"Gonzales was thrown a distance of 15 feet by the blow of the little man's arm."
(La Esfera)
"Gonzales saw a very luminous body, as of a 'zeppelin,' cigar-shaped, silvercolored, that descended in the middle ofthe street." (La Esfera)
"[the dwarf was] Round-faced." [No newspaper named]
"At that instant, the dwarfs went back to the machine that took off at a great speed,
leaving blinding flashes." [No newspaper named]
"Gonzales was pale and shaking; took pills for the nerves." [No newspaper named]
(xx.)
(xx.)

"Venezuela- Petare. 54-11-28." Translator "Joe." APRO files. Photocopy in
author's files.

Actually, there was much more. There was Ponce's testimony. Mr. Ganteaurne wrote:
" ... with one push it [the dwarf] threw him [Gonzales] off easily to a distance
of 15 feet. Ponce verifies this as he was watching the scuffle but when he saw that
with one push of its arm it threw off Gustavo such a distance he began to run in
search of aid from the Traffic Inspector's Office which, incredible as it may sound,
was just around the comer.
"Ponce also says that what made him run was that he saw, emerging from
the bushes on his side of the road another being that was carrying something like
earth in it's hands. T~s creature went hurriedly into the sphere, leaping into one
ofthe openings on it's side." (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Coral Lorenzen. From: Horacle Ganteaume. Dated: 30 November
54. APRO files. Photocopy in author's files.

A fragment of a note in NICAP files mentions a fellow named "Paolo" who was showing
people the scene ofthe "fight." It reads:
"Paolo showed our reporters the slope leading down to two cottages on Buena
Vista Street. 'Look,' he said, 'this is the place from which Ponce says he saw one of
the mannikins emerging with earth in his hands. Ifhe gathered it there, he must have
got some black soil from the portion that is under cultivation." (xx.)
(xx.)

NICAP files. See date: 28 November 54. CUFOS archives. Photocopy in
Author's files.

Another scrap of information is contained in an English language news clipping in APRO files.
It says there was no:

.

" ... evidence to support the theory that Gonzales is slightly loco and given to
fantasy. Antonio Cherchi, manager ofthe butcher shop where Gonzales was going
to pick up his truckload of meat, says he is a calm man with good judgement.
" 'He has been on this job for more than a year,' Senor Cherchi says. 'He
handles about a thousand items a day in money, and always keeps his account in
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order.'" (xx.)
(xx.)

"Venezuela Caracas 54-12-7" Newspaper name unreadable. APRO files.
Photocopy in author's files.

Drawings ofthe creature.
One drawing made by a newspaper artist following Gonzales' directions may be less accurate
than one claimed to be a duplicate of artwork done by Gonzales himself. The "duplicate"
features bigger eyes and more claw-like hands.
One has to wonder how the "aliens" built and operated a "space ship" with such clumsy
appendages. Considering that problem, the round heads, and the tough skin, perhaps the "little
men" were wearing some kind suit. The "hair" may been some sort of camouflage covering.

--·
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!ketch •o.id to haT• b . .u 11ad• by 0\lata'f'll
Gon•'-hs--actuall;r, ••ut haTe beau~· ~

Drwepap•r arti•t tollowinc hi• dirllotioD.

Sketch by newspaper artist.

"Duplicate" sketch.

Clipping from the Caracas newspaper El Universal. (See page31) (Credit: APRO files)
Clipping about Petare case. (See page 32) (Unnamed newspaper) (Credit: APRO files)
28 November. Palmarito, Venezuela. (6:00a.m.)
More " little men."
A group of peasants living in Palmarito, the area south of Maracaibo Lake in Merida State,
notified the sheriff on November 28 1h that a strange ship had landed and that several small
figures were seen.
News of the landing was spread in Maracaibo by a Palmarito trader, Mr. Ulises Urdaneta.
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According Mr. Urdanta, the peasants said that at 6:00 o'clock in the morning (four hours after
the Petare incident) they were sowing in their fields when the strange apparatus appeared. The
object was like a globe and trailed a wake. The globe landed and several little men disembarked. The small figures picked up something from the ground and then climbed back aboard their
ship. The globe-like then craft took off immediately in a vertical manner. Since the diminutive
visitors were only on the ground a few minutes, the farmers had no chance to intervene.
Authorities were impressed enough to send a special investigative party to Palmarito (Another
good case for modem day UFO researchers to check on. (xx.)
·
(xx.)

Maracaibo, Nov. 29 (Special Correspondent) (No news service given. May be
"AFP"). Also: "Venezuela Maracaibo, 54-11-28." APRO Files. (Translated
press account by APRO -probably by "Joe." The APRO account is a direct
translation and a bit confusing. I have cleaned it up a bit-L.E. Gross)

28 November. Caracas, Venezuela. (From 10:00 to 11 :00 p.m.)

"Luminous globe."
Professor Boris Bossio, author of numerous textbooks on mathematics, viewed a strange
object between 10:00 and 11 :00 p.m. on November 28th. He first thought he should report the
observation to the Office ofNational Security, Los Dos Comins, only two blocks from his house,
but changed his mind and told only his wife. He doubted saucer stories, even the well publicized
and sensational "fight with dwarf' that made headlines that afternoon. _
The next day Professor Bossio read in the morning paper that people in Los Palos Gramde had
seen the same phenomenon as he, and had reported it to authorities. Witnesses said that they had
seen a strange luminous globe hovering in the air near a peak in the Avila mountain range. The
peak was called "the chair of Caracas."
The professor's observation.
It seems Professor Bossio had been outside in his yard late in the evening of the 28th when he
spotted something near the right side ofthe summit of''the chair of Caracas." The city of Caracas itself was wrapped in a thick fog but Professor Bossio had a good view ofthe UFO from his
home. He went inside his house and came out on a terrace to get even a better view. What he
saw was a very luminous body of giant size, which was emitting beams of light intermittently.
He called his wife. When she arrived, Professor Bossio asked: "What do you see?" She replied:
"A gigantic thing that emits luminous rays, right of the mountain, at its level, but without touching the ground. That is, like "suspended," hanging in the space, right at the same level as the
summit ofthe "chair."
The thing kept its position, throwing off luminous "beams" for ten minutes. Then it began to
diminish in brightness until it faded completely. Professor Bossio compared the beams to an
"automobile's searchlight" (He is probably referring to what an American would call a "spotlight." This device, common in the 1950s, is never seen on modem cars).
After reading about reports in the morning paper, professor Bossio stopped to buy something in
a grocery store and happened to overhear two Italians discussing the UFO visible the previous
evening. He heard one of the men say: "It was an enormous thing, like a giant globe suspended
in the air." The other man objected: "Oh, it was just a star." At this point professor Bossio
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could not keep himself from interrupting. He asked the two men to explain themselves. The
Italians said they had seen an enormous luminous body the night before in the eastern sky near
the "chair of Caracas" between 10 and 11.
The professor left the store and made his way to work, a teacher's job at the National Guard
Officer's School. He asked the military men in his classes if any military activity was taking
place near the "chair of Caracas." They said no. He said: "Are you sure?" They replied: "Yes,
we certainly are!"
The professor doubted the phenomenon was due to a searchlight since the city had been
covered with a heavy, thick mist at the time.
Returning home after work, professor Bossio encountered still more people, even his gardener,
who had observed the "object" the previous evening. The story was the same: "A luminous
globe, floating in the sky, at the level of the summit, throwing beams oflight intermittently. He
did, however, learn something new. It was claimed that the globe, when last seen, rose straight
up and eventually was lost from sight, its fading out due to distance from the observers. (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Cacacas 54-11-28," News clipping translation by "Joe." No newspaper
named. APRO files . (See actual clipping on page 35)

28 November. Borburata, Venezuela.
(night)
"In the center of the town?"
According to a press account:
"The young man Efrain Olavarria,
who lives in Borburata with his family,
encountered a strange machine.
"Olavarria told newspapermen
that last Sunday [November 28 1h] night
he couldn't sleep so he took a walk. He
blamed the insomnia on the sultry heat.
He came across the craft, hovering in the air a few feet from the
ground in the center of the town. The sight frightened Olavarria
who immediately attempted to wake the whole neighborhood so
everyone could see the craft. He says the object was like those
in science-fiction films.[That's interesting. What particular
films?-L.E. Gross]. Those in the neighborhood then marched
to the house of the Prefect ofthe town to wake him, but by the
time the Prefect came out, the machine was gone[Did the whole
crowd see it?] ." (xx.)
(xx.)

Puert Cabello, Venezuela. Dec. I. La Espera.
2 December 54. Translated by "Joe." APRO
files. (See clipping)
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29 November. African UFO flap "blows over."
A letter to the editor of an English newspaper on the 29th mentioned briefly the recent UFO
activity over Africa. It seems a Mrs. Bates ofWolverhampton had a daughter, Mrs. George
Sinclair, who lived in the city ofTanga, in Tanganyika. Mrs. Sinclair informed her mother:
"Re: the 'flying saucers.' I told you that everyone at the time was 'flying
saucer'mad, that objects had been seen practically every night over Dares
Salaam (Capital of Tanganyika and major seaport) and Mombasa (Kenya's
major seaport) for a week and even pictures of them appeared in the papers.
Everyone was becoming quite alarmed as it seemed a landing of one of them
was imminent. They traveled at incredible speed or hovered in the air as the
mood took them, but as I predicted, it has over blown over and the mystery
has never been solved." (xx.)

(xx.)

Wolverhampton, England. Express & Star. 29 November 54.

29 November. Caracas, Venezuela. (morning)
Pilots encounter a strange "something" over Caracas.
Capt. Luis Felipe Toro, pilot of a TACA (airliner?) and his co-pilot Eduardo Chacin, were
approaching Caracas when they were startled by a strange "something" zooming across the sky.
Captain Toro told the press he was on instrumental flight control as he entered "Tacagua alley"
prior to landing at Maiquetia. At that time a strange object flying at about 15,000 feet altitude
passed over his plane, speeding east to west. It was all over in seconds, the UFO vanishing
quickly in the distance. (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Caracas 54-11-30 (Sic 29th)" News clipping translation by "Joe."
No newspaper named. APRO files. (See actual clipping on page 37)
30 November. Between Mene Grande and Lagunillas, Venezuela. (little after 10:00 a.m.)
"Gust of wind?"
Student pilot Saul Paez Paredes of the Air Club of Maracaibo tolo the press he encountered a
"flying saucer," or "something much like it," when flying at a height 10,000 feet between
Mene Grande and Lagunillas. According to Paez, the UFO was bright-colored and passed him
by at a fantastic speed, leaving behind a "gust of wind" that affected the stability of his plane.
He explained that he had taken off from Grano de Oro airdrome at 9:30a.m., and when he
returned to the field a little after 10:00 o'clock, the "thing' appeared. Paredes said the thing
was not a hallucination or a vision, it was a strange ship, round, and "spinning-top-like."
Upon seeing it, Paredes lost control of his plane momentarily. Quote: "When I realized this, I
had time to move the steers[?], avoiding the strong 'gust ofwind' to ... [toss? -Photocopy not

clear] the plane until I was forced to reduce the speed." [A direct translation of this sentence
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doesn' t make a lot of sense. Since he was a student pilot, perhaps he jerked the controls out
fear. UFOs, as a rule, don't produce wind gusts]. The passing ofthe thing was very swift and
it forced him to go down before fmishing his "test flight. " (xx.)
(xx.)

No city named. El Hera/do. 30 November 54.
"Translation by "Joe." "Venezuela Maracaibo
54-11-30." APRO files. (I've "cleaned up" the
translation to make it more readable-L.E.
Gross)

N~M41 ~;,~

Jd,,YJvs ~ Y7~
Qu~er ·Object ·Jri ···

. The·. Sky ' ...•

30 November. Colombo, Ceylon. (no time)

. COLOMBO, Nov. JO.~Two of··.
Ce11lon'• Atr . Aeademv pUatJ
on Sundall ioomed up to ' in~· ''

Queer, brown object. (See clipping)

utrttoate a queer . bro,wn . ob• ·

30 November. Buenos Aires, Argentina. (night)

ject teh!ch floated dC1'0U : thf • ·
clear, cloud leu rkll. : -at ., - Rat~ ;
malnna· airport, ·"Q_
ut -~~ld net

Luminous body.

11pot lt.

·

.

. .

. object.-P.T.I. ·

Our source states:

"Last night were seen several flying saucers in the sky over this city, as informed the newspaper ["Glatin?" -bad typing job made name unclear] _which states that
among the persons who saw them is Dr. Felix Melero, a meteorologist. ' Indeed,
states the newspaper, several persons declared they have seen a round, luminous
body, with all the characteristics of a flying saucers, which cruised t t a moderated
speed at a considerable height." (xx.)
(xx. ) Buenos Aires, Argentina. Dec. 1. (AFP) . . Translated by "Joe." APRO files .
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A laroe crowd 7tad 'gathered .
at the airport· to . . .ee . the.

Truth," W

L O NDO N ("Truth's" Special Service) .-"Two-foot m e n from Mars"
have been making monkeys out of
humans just lately. From many parts
of the ea rth h a ve come reports of
"little men in a flying saucer," etc.
B UT, it turns out, t h ey were n ot
lit tle men from Mars, but ordinary, ev er yday monkeys.
From the U.S. it has been learned
that m onkeys have been sent up to
great heighls in balloons to test !or
cosmic radiation.
The little animals have been shaved
a nd had electrical leads attached to
them in th is probe into upper space.
They h ave been given special clothing--{)Xygen masks and helmets- and
the little a eronauts hav e gone aloft
to s tay th er e for many h ours.
By r a dio vi tal information a bout
blood pressure, t emperature and other
conditions, has been returned to '
scientis ts below.
It h as been found 1
that cosm ic r a dia tion is harmful to
huma n tiss ues a t the h eight at ~· hith
men ca n n ow fl y.

I

H u ndred s of th ousands o f these '
Rhesus monkeys have been ftown out :
of I ndia, m ostly to America . where :
t h ey have also been used in many :
t ypes of r esearch other t h an this r
"flying saucer" st uff .
I
1
.';,~EY WER E SO GOO D THAT
SINCE 1950 REPORTS HAVE COME
IN
ABOUT
"TWO-FOOT-HIGH
SPACEMEN"
DEAD
IN
THE
WRECKAGE OF "FLYING SAUCERS," WHEN A BALLOON HAS
RETURNED TO EARTH AND HAS
BEEN FOUND BY FOLK NOT IN
THE KNOW.

' "Are monkeys making
monkeys out of us?"

·
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2 December. The secret conference at the Brazilian Army Technical School.
(See pages 40,42, in the monograph UFOs: A History 1954 November-December)
Dr. Olaves Fontes wrote:
"Colonel Adil de Oliveira finished his statement and walked back to the first
row of the spectator section. The room was quiet. The audience stood motionless,
some faces worried, some .confused or perplexed, a few bewildered, none of them
absent-minded. Then, an analysis of the best sightings was started and, at the witness chair, three observers reported what they had seen. There were: Lieutenant
Hemani Ferraz de Almeida, jet pilot; Major-Aviator Joao Magalhaes Mota; and
Mr. Thelmo Braga, civilian." (xx.)
(xx.)

Fontes'original notes donated by Robert Gribble now in the author's files.
Apparently the reaction of the people at the conference was recorded by
one of those present, probably reporter Joao Martins ofthe magazine

Cruzeiro.
2 December. Officers Almeida and Mota tell their stories at the secret conference.
(See page 41) (Credit: 0 Cruzeiro. 21 December 54.)
3 December. ·caracas: Venezuela. (between 5:00 and 7:00a.m.)
More UFO activity near the "Chair of Caracas."
The press noted more reports about strange lights in the Avila mountains. It was said several
times very strange luminousities were observed between 5 and 7 in the morning in the vicinity
ofthe "Chair of Caracas." The morning fog screened the strange lights from citizens in the
city of Caracas but places above the heavy mist reported "luminous apparatus passing by at
great speed." Witnesses suppose the phenomenon has something to do with flying saucers.
Investigative teams from the local police precincts and the Prefecture were sent to the area
to question witnesses.
Workers at El Hatillo (only 20 to 30 minutes drive from Caracas to the south), at a place called "Rincon Verde," assured the press they had seen the lights from there.
One of the first witnesses to contact the precinct to report an observation, Mr. Jose Antonio
Cartcia, said a Mr. Bartolomeo, boss of some farmhands at a local estate, told everyone one of
workers had viewed brilljant object, round and shiny in appearance, near the east peak." (xx.)

a

(xx.)

No city named, Venezuela. Ultimas Noticias. 5 December 54. Translation by "Joe."
APRO files. Photocopy in author's files.

3 December. Limassol, Cyprus. (no time)
A press report states:

t
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"The residents ofLimassol, a town situated on the southern
coast of Cyprus, have seen what they affrrm to be a flying saucer, flying toward the northwest at a great speed and at high altitude.
"The eyewitnesses state that the object, which was in view
for several minutes before it disappeared behind the clouds, was
round and silver colored." (xx.)
(xx.)

Nicosie, Cyprus. Dec. 3. (AFP)

3 December. Flying saucers are not contrary to logical thought?

__. - ·- ___..l
'Flyinf.{ Saucer'

j

Seen Over 'Field
Near Jf'ilmiugtou

~

I

Wilmln~ n n, 1". C .. ner. :l (JP)An umctentlfl!'r1 olqect -round In
llhape and fa ster til « n a .IN plane
In ~pec<l-w <" spollc<l toclay h.v
the control tower at Bluethenthal
1-~ leld. The ohj<'ct also was sighted
by 11 group at the Pennington
I Fl:ving Servic£' hanga r at approx·
I lmately 1:!:30 p. m .
1
Two airport traffic controllers
f with the Civil Aeronautics Ad·
. ministration-Luther H. O'Banlan
! and J. B. Br adleY-sa id thev saw
the saucer-shapl'd obj ect from the
: control tower. It wa s headed In a
• southwesterly drrectlon and van·
j' !shed Into the . West .
Bradley saw the ob ject· with
:
· the naked eye and described It aa
i while · and round . He also ob: "IIJ'Yl'llll \111'11111:11 flrhl KliiM•~>M ~n<1
; said It loolu!tl yellowis h In color.
O'Banian observl'd the object
• onlv with binocula rs .
; _"'rt didn't have an Y defin ite
shape or f01·m," he sa id, "and It
I lookt>d vellow with a little black
on the lower s itle and t o the rear ."
It appea r l'd to be dc,ct>nding
and had a fo r wa r d s peed of 500
miles per hour or m ore .
"1. !lon'l lll'lii.·H It w;u • rl' ·
Clectlon ," O'Uanlun HLidcd, "iluL 1
wouldn't know what ll was. "
O'B11n lan ohs~ r ved the oujcct
for 30 to 45 seconds. lt was spotted '
a mlnut@ and a half after a B-47
h a ad e d north· northwest had
pa..ed over lha field. · .

i

Letter to the editor:
"As a reader of your paper, The Freethinker, I feel I must
protest about the article in 'This Believing World,' November 5.
"In this article you attack people believing in 'Flying Saucers. ' You accuse them of credulity and gullibility, to quote
your own words. Surely nothing could be farther from the tnith.
We disbelieve in God and Religion because they are contrary to
all logical thought.
"Flying Saucers are not contrary to logical thought. I personally think it highly probable that they do exist. I ask you,
what is strange about flying machines a bit more developed than
our own ... " (xx.)
(xx.)

The Freethinker. 3 December 54. Last part of clipping
missing, thus the name ofthe writer is not available.
Murray Bott files. Auckland, New Zealand.
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3 December. Psychic Society complains. (See clipping)
(Credit: Murray Bott. Auckland, New Zealand)
3 December. Wilmington, North Carolina. (12:30 p.m.)
Air Traffic controllers see "something." (See clipping)
4 December. Maracaibo, Venezuela. (night)
Bishop of Zulia sees saucer?
While the report cannot be classified as a "high strangeness
event, the identity of the witness could only heighten public
interest in UFO sightings. It seems Monsignor Marcos Sergio Godoy, Bishop ofthe Diocese ofZulia, went on record as being puzzled by odd activity in the skies. Was it now respectable to be
quoted by the newspapers?

Psychic ' Society arid
flylng saucers
near Ed itor ,-The Chairman of
the P sychiC Enquiry Society
wish es It to be known that the
Society is n ot, and never has b@en.
associat ed in any way with the
branch of the Flying Saucers Club
formed in S evenoaks.
A r eport on the act! vi ties of t he
branch recentl y appeared In the
local Press which It ls considered
may reflect u ntavourab ly on t he
Society .
This announc ement In no way
r en.ectS on the Press, but tt Is felt
that attention should be drawn to
this report.-PSYCHIC ENQUIRY
. SOCIETY .

__
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The prelate told a reporter that a few days before (December 1st?)
He was out for walk in the evening when he observed a "strange
luminous object" crossing the dark sky. Since it cruised very slowly, the Bishop didn't believe it was meteor.
Likewise, recently he had been resting at his country place when
suddenly a teacher from a nearby school called to report something
strange speeding through the air, an object leaving behind a thick
stream of smoke. Was it a saucer the reporter asked? The Bishop
remarked: "I can't assure you it was. It can be. Everything is possible. God might have made another world." (xx:.)
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. ', !~forme· de oHCI'Iil • · ·n : ·y,
. ·::::; •;:.'· :. 1ccl6n ·:;' , ·~.}J !
, :.'. . ' Con'· 'r'nlacl6n nl. period~ '· :
,-•. tl'e :mnnlobrns QUC Clllllplol\ ·~ '
}, dcctlv.os . del . J;:Jcrclto -,en; .
:·:.:el valJ.e .ccnlral, oyer, nprq··;;
xlmadamcnte n · Ins 17 ho-·:
·ras;· un · oCiclal <lc•tacndo ~n · ;...
ncc16n, comunlc6 habcr 'dl·•:.
vl~ado . II , grnn ulturn, · trc• :.
Aparntos do forma clrcu··; ·
, lar, que por ~~~ Mpccto y :.·
:_ · lum!nosld'l.cl ' "c•c"r lblo ' co~.
mo · los llolnndo• · "disco• o
:: plntlllo~ voln<loros" .
. ·," Sc1lal6 que .<Jespuc• de
· ;unos ' lnstnnte• .. <'sto~ des- ·
, · npnrccleron, nero de In- ·
·; :· . mcdlntot -dice- fucron
.·. ll\'IMtndo• otros dnco de 1
.·. ~ cstos npnratos. (tile ~c <les:.. plnznbnn n ~:ran vclocidnrl '
'.·.en el c.•pnclo .
-·
,
' .:·, De clio fuc lnformntlo cl ·.
'. '.".comnndo rojo en campaiin . .

A dwarf with an enormous head.
A briefHumCat case states:
"E. Aguirre Zavala, a commercial employee, observed a very
bright disc coming down to about 20 feet above the ground where
it remained suspended. In the middle ofthis disc there moved a
strange figure which seemed to be a dwarf with an enormous head.
The UFO rose up shortly afterward emitting a very bright light."
(xx.)

f? (f(J~ ~~Jk

Buenos Aires, Argentina La Razon. 19 April 73. (Belated
report. It might be a hoax)

Saucer project dropped.
The truth about the much ballyhooed "Canadian Flying Saucer"
didn't rate much space in the press. (See clipping) (Credit: Barry
Greenwood)
5 December. North East, Pennsylvania. (Between 11:00 and
12:00 p.m.)
(See the monograph UFOs: A History 1954 November-December, pages 46-48. The lady's name that was withheld at the time
was "Lucy Dawson." Apparently she went public after others
came forward with their own sighting ofthe same object)

. ,; ,;., · . . . . ,.

r_\::::,'::·:; s.•ctor de :';~~olos?:. ·

4 December. Coronel Pringles (Buenos Aires), Argentina.
(6:00a.m.)

Untranslated clipping from Chile dated: 4 December 54. (Credit:
Barry Greenwood) (See clipping)

"·

:;_DliJc·d , Avlstcidoli · ·•· :::··
:·_· .. A , Gian"J\Ihua.en' · ' ,

(xx.) "Venezuela Maracaibo 54-12-4" Translated by "Joe."
APRO files. Photocopy in the author's files.

(xx.)
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CANADIANS

W. oRK~ED .ON

:. .'s.A.uGERs~ · : ·
·c:·~~'ri.Jj~~.;c~~P~~~~;,.;

· .. ;. · tor abo\lt--;18 :mootha " OD .a
11.00-mllllon dollar, ' Flying Sa veer'
proJe.ct, .Mr. '.C.D. Howe. Can a·
dta!l · Mlnlater ot . l'rade, Commerce .and.· Defence·.. Pro<ltlc. lion,
aald . w~en . he •,arrlved here · ·_ yea·.
terday.•ln ·th.e. liner ~·.Qv_ eco Ell·
abeth," . ·
· ·
. .The ltollnlater ~."ld ' ~he Avro·
Canada ttnn planned the ovRI :.....,
•hoped · alrcni.tt' but tlnRIIy drop~d the acheme. He commented
'we did engineering· on It and
proved to ou~elvca that ·It would
llybut we did pot carry It to the
m~kup ata~e becau3e It 'did not·/
seem to have anv ua .. tul ourpoae : " · ~ · n-. · · , ·· ·
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5 December

i Mr. and Mrs. vValter Wilkinson Confirm

The Wilkinsons
confirm Lucy
Dawson's sighting.
(See clipping)

Sighting of Space Ship over North East
T1q1 ll\orc solid Norlh East. citi zen.' ri'POrt :;cPing t.llC space ship
ri r·st . r•·po rt.1 ~ <1 t.o l.hc Breeze by
! ,uo· l.)a11·so1t t.wo weeks : 1~0.
Mrs. 1Ja1\·son llarl seen tile pile~
ltotttr'll:l 1.11 i~l'
S:t t.urda:v and
S> tiHI :t.v ni;.:llt.>.. Dec. 4 and 5. She
clr·sct·iiwd it as ~lowing a brilli:llll
or:ttll-!1 ' \\'till i.II'O ro\1',, of ll'illclows
r:tllJ.!L'd likr: post.agc st.amp s. A lol
or }'H'Oplt· ,-,coffee! unt.il a suiJstnni.i:tl lllllllbcr or 11111'Ciat,cd OIJSCI'I'Cl'S
aho ,·r·pnrl.e cl t.lw ship.
Mo.<,\ l'l'Cr'lli. rcporl.s come from
Mr·. :11HI Mrs . Waller Wilkinson
' 11·1io liTre dril'ing hon11: al ong N.
l' c:ul SL. Sund:ly niglll bcl\\'l'Cil
l 1 "nd 12--- t. ilc Lime Lucy made

lwr

4 .PEC 1954

~l'C'Ol1( [ ~ir;l1t.in~.

7\11'.'.
Wilkinson· ~
dcscripLion
t.: t!lic<i wi th Lucy·.,. At. tile time.
IHJ'.VC'."I'I', she pul tile craft do\\'n
.IS :1 slli)l, allJJOUgil iL \\'<IS brigllLcr
l.l1an nny she had ever seen.Sllc remarked to Mr. Wilkinson
t.ilal. it. cnt.:linly ilacl "lot.s of window:;".
Tile Drl'c~.c l1:~rl n o t.ificd t.llc Air
l"orcc officer who:;c business iL is
Lo cl1 cc: k ''flying .saucer" reports.
'I'Itts t11.:11·sp:1per ~i n cr. rely solici ls
;1}, illff11'1ll:tl.iot1 :liJOIIL !.IlL~ Olll',
:ttHI t.lit' 11 :11nr:s of ol.lll'r persons
\\ ' Ito lt :t\' <' :;1'<'11 il.
F:> I lt•: t

H.ul;nl

II. l.\oclckt', :ts-

·.rn!Hl lll !'r :tl. St.. M;try 's Collr.r:c who

ll:t.' L'Xnl·•:·'·"·d :Ill :t viet in I crest in
, Jw tli :t\.l r'l'. s:ticl Lll:<L spacr ship
' lli l.llor i l i •'" p rl'l.l. ~· 1\'f' ll :t~rcc<l Lhal.
!.Ito· \.11111:'"· tJ' !.lit'.\' l'('a}J_v l'>;isl.ccl.
·. 1 1'1'<'

up<:r·:~

Lr:d \Jy r cnw lc control.

l!:~lf .i•JI<in~I :-•.

hl'

.s u~gc:-;lc d

lhat

lllc llli ssilc miglll l1a ve been scnL.

W ITH REP ORTS OF fl ying saucers «'~( France , th<· ·nterc<ption of
these tiny Martians by a Paris genda•me may nq ! seem so strange.
However, these "make-believe" Mu.:.:n~ were 1r.on handed over to
mo!he~.

North East,
Pennsylvania.
North East Breeze
24 December 54

French police catch
some "Martians."
Murray Bott files,
Auckland, New Zealand.

45
5 December. Melbourne, Australia. (12:55 a.m.)
Newspaper reporter sees "saucer."
Geoff Long, a reporter for the Melbourne Argus wrote:
"Early yesterday morning I sat in Amazement as I watched a 'flying saucer'
move over Melbourne. Seated in my car with a friend in Victoria R"oad, Hawthorn,
I noticed a small, indistinct, hazy shaft of light in the western sky. It was 12:55 a.m.
and reasonably clear overhead.
" 'Look, a flying saucer,' I said jokingly. Then I looked again, for the shaft of
light had moved. Slowly it rolled over, and as we both watched, fascinated, it became elliptical. It seemed at least three miles away, two to three thousand feet up,
and between 50 and 75 yards long. The lower half was a perfect facsimile of a saucer, and it seemed to be spinning slowly. The upper halfwas hazy, and a small row
of black dots, which could have been portholes, encircled the middle ofthe object.

A halo of light shone overhead. We watched for about a minute as the saucer moved
across the sky towards the north west.
"I thought, half hopefully, that I may have been seeing a reflection of light on
the windshield, but when I climbed from the car, the 'saucer' was still in the sky. I
decided to try to see it from close range and drove to the comer ofBurwood and
Glenferrie Roads. But the 'saucer' had disappeared . .." (xx.)
(xx.)

Melbourne, Australia. Melbourne Argus. 6 December 54.

5 December. Maiquetia, Venezuela.
"Mysterious radio signal?"
A press report claimed:
"A radio operator of Pan American Airways at Maiquetia airdrome intercepted
yesterday messages that are supposed to be from a flying saucer, as this airline stated
that it was proved that the message did proceed from any terrestrial source. The
Radio-Operators' Chief, Carlos Gonzalez Alvarez (of P AA) informed our reporters
that the message will be sent to Fort Worth, United States, in order to be deciphered
by a commission oftechnicians, according to the international codes. Mr. Gonzalez
also informed our reporters that other airliners also caught the Martians communications and that at frrst they thought they were code communications from amateur
radio operators." (xx.)
(xx.)

"Venezuela La Esfera 54-12-54." APRO files. Translated by "Joe." (La Esfera
Dec. 6) Photocopy in author's files.

6 December. St. Arnaud, Australia. (10:45 p.m.)
"Mass of soft light."
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According to our source:
"A resident of the southern end of the town reported this
morning that she saw what she believes to have been a flying
saucer over the southern portion of the town last night at
10:45 p.m. She said she watched it intently for about two
minutes before it suddenly rose and spun uncannily into the
heavens to the north. 'It seemed to consist of a mass of soft
light roughly the shape of an inverted saucer,' she said." (xx.)
(xx.)

St. Arnaud, Australia. Saint Arnaud Mercury.
27 December 54.

6 December. Pao Paolo, Brazil. (daytime?)
Panic among the military and civilians. (See clipping)
(Also check what is written on page 50 of the monograph
UFOs: A History 1954 November-December)
6 December. Caracas, Venezuela. (morning)

·-FLliNG SAUCERS
IN BRAZIL? ·
PAO PAOLO (Braz!l). ~c. 7.
Three "!lying saucers" hovered
almort mot!onle~~ over an a!rbue
here for an hour and a half y~er
day but di~ap~ared when a jet i
plane, d l!'J)alched on orden o! the
base commander. tried to
cha~e
them, !rase ~r~onnel reported ,
Before the ir
dl!lllp~arlng
the
"nucel'3" were S!lld to have c-e~
erlbed the arc of a circle In a vertical direction. Thrl"e d!sc-~ha~
obje<:t!l, preruma bly the ~arne ones
reappeared
in the
sky shortlT
afterward.
The appearance o! the d!~c~ over
the alrba~e cau~cd panic amonr
mlllt~try and clvi!IRn penonnel but
rome o! them reported n ud y l n~~:
the objects at le irure throu~:h . blnoculan.
The · pilot · of the jet rl'fu~ed to
comment to ncw!<Tnen " ' hen
he
He drew up a repo rt for
lAnCed.
the hA~e
comm~tnder . -U.P . T . A.F' -P .

"Luminous sphere?"
A news service dispatch informed Americas: "Thousands of persons spent the greater part of
Tuesday morning watching what most of them claimed was a flying saucer in the skies over the
city. Many persons described the object they said they saw as a 'luminous sphere in movement."
(xx.)
(xx.)

New York, N.Y. Daily Mirror. 8 December 54. (UP)

6 December. San Christobal, Venezuela. (3:00a.m.)
Fruit vendor and cobbler see "strange meteors." A great crowd jostles reporter.
A news story says strange meteors, or flying saucers, were seen in the skies ofTachira State:
"Early in the morning today a fruit vendor and a cobbler saw two flying saucers cruise by the city. A great crowd of people was around the fruit vendor who
states he only saw the saucers early this morning. Our reporter jostled to get near
and interview him. Luis Barrios is a humble and simple man, the father of two
boys and two girls. He related his experience:
" 'This morning I got up at 3 a.m. as usual and left home to go to the market
place. I had walked a little while and then suddenly a very bright light illuminated
the street as if it were daytime. It looked like noon, when the sun is high. I looked
up to the sky and saw two elongated meteors (several meters long[?] ). The first
one stopped suddenly and then circled above twice (went around himselftwice
[translator's comment]) and then joined the other one which had continued its path

I
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straightforwardly.' And what did you do at that moment? 'My legs started to quiver
and I screamed "My God!" At the time I was at the comer of9 1h Street and Pasajc
Arismendi. A man, Mr. Julio Cesar Sosa, came up to me and said he had seen the
same thing. We hugged and then watched the two meteors vanish into the distant
horizon.' Mr. Julio Cesar Sosa, in his shoe repair shop on 5th Street, confirms the
claim he had witnessed the phenomenon. Here are his own words: 'Besieged by the
heat, I went out to the street and walked several blocks. Suddenly the whole sky was
lit up as with a strong sun. When I looked up, I saw two long things cruising at great
speed, north to south. The one in the second place turned around itself several times
and then continued its path.' Were you scared? 'I was very much impressed. I was
lucky enough to meet another person who had seen them too, and we both saw the
two glowing objects disappear far away among dense clouds." (xx.)
(xx.)

"Venezuela San Christobal54-12-6." Translated by "Joe." APRO files. No
newspaper named. Photocopy in author's files. (I have to change the wording
of these quotes a bit to make sense of the direct translations-LB. Gross)

7 December. Caracas, Venezuela. (evening)
Police see "flying dots" in "almost correct formation."
A news source reads:
"Like a contagious wave, many people in the east section ofthe city affirm having
seen yesterday evening bright objects in formation flying toward the Avila mountains,
and also in the environs ofLa Carlota Airdrome (to the east, fifteen minutes drive from
Caracas) ...
"At Altamira, a residential urbanization east of the city, a police patrol car with its
three officers noticed the phenomenon. The patrolmen, Sgt. Tolosa, officer Delfin
Sayaago, and Apolinar Sanches, stated that in the in the direction of the Avila monutains
they spotted six brilliant flying dots (the size of a gold dollar) flying at great speed in an
almost correct formation. The policemen said, 'We saw them get higher and higher, and
vanish eventually in the distance, unexplainably.' The crew ofthe patrol car added,
'Afterwards, the supposed saucers appeared again, this time going southwest, in the direction of La Carlota Airdrome, and disappeared towards the distant horizon.' They stated
this in the Police Precinct in Chacao where declaration was recorded. It was learned that
Mr. Heman Villamizar, Secretary ofthe Patrol Car Service, as well as other functionaries
ofthe Chacao Police Precinct, had also observed the phenomenon." (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Caracas 54-12-7" Translated by "Joe." APRO files. No newspaper
named. Photocopy in author's files.
7 December. Isla Del Francis, Rio Santa Lucia (on the border between the departments of
Canalones and San Jose), Argentina. (9:30p.m.)
"The water was hot."
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The main witness, Senor Sarandi D' Alvora, tells his story:
"I went with three friends on December ih to Francis Island where we have a
small house. We planned to spend the night and the next day on the Island fishing
and swimming, etc.
"At about 9:30 my friends were preparing a roast a little distance from the
house. Suddenly crossing the trees in the direction of the river they saw a luminous
object ascending at great velocity. We were discussing the episode when. the object
appeared again traveling at great velocity but this time descending from north to
south as if to land on the extreme south end ofthe island, Because ofthe trees we
could not see if it actually came down. We decided to investigate, and the strangeness and the anxiety were enormous.
"We entered a boat and commenced to row (deciding not to use the motor)
south towards the throat of the Santa Lucia river known as the 'Paso de Bote.' We
advanced some 300 meters when there on the water some 25 meters from the coast
we saw a great object. It had an elliptical form some I 0 meters in diameter and 1.8

meters high at its central cone. It looked like gray metal, sometimes bluish or with
yellowish tones. The outer border appeared to have an uninterrupted line of exhaust
ports or something similar from which when flying issued a luminous bluish haze
that made its movement easy to see.
"We were aware ofthe press descriptions ofthese strange objects, in which
generally the upper part is semi-spherical. This one did not have such a characteristic but was a cone not truncated in its vertice [sic vertical?].
_
"When we were some 60 meters from the object one of my friends committed
the error of starting the motor running when the flying disc changed its displacement very slightly (almost imperceptible) and then rose in an oblique trajectory at
fantastic speed, passing over us at very few feet altitude.
"Our shock, surprise, fear, etc., continued until it was out of sight. We decided to advance to where the object had sat on the water where we encountered a
curious thing; the water was hot.
"As a result of the visit there were no fish in the area the next day but we saw
many dead ones (between 200 and 300)." (xx.)
(xx.)

"Islade Francis 54-11-7." APRO files. Translation: probably by "Joe."
Photocopy in author's files. Newspaper: La Tribuna Popular. 8 January 55.

7? December. Caribbean Sea. (night)
Pilots view strange luminous lights/objects.
Press report:
"A strange luminous object has been sighted on previous nights by several
pilots on the Jamaica-Maracaibo route. Yesterday the newspapermen were told
this by pilots ofLines Aeropostal Venezolana and Ransa, Captains Carlos Lomena
and Angel Delgado Suarez. Captain Lomena stated that only 20 minutes after he
took off from Kingston, Jamaica bound for Maracaibo, Venezuela, he saw a very
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bright light far away, which cruised at great speed from east to south, and then
turned back by the same direction. Upon seeing this strange thing, he warned
his co-pilot Francisco Castillo, who realized the veracity of the phenomenon.
"'During the long time we were able to watch the strange luminous object,
it looked ten times larger than a star. We got in contact with the A.T.C. in
Kingston, asking if there was any other plane on our route or if any experiments
were being conducted in that zone, receiving a definite denial,' said Captain
Lomena.
·
"Reporters asked Captain Lomena if he could say the light was a flying saucer and he answered that, if it was, he couldn't assure it, but he was certain that
the light wasn't any kind of aircraft.
"Moments later, Captain Angel Delgade, just arriving from a flight in one of
Ransa Company, informed us that the previous night, while flying from Jamaica
to Curacae, he also noticed the same phenomenon observed by Captain Lomena.
"It was also found out that other fliers have declared the same news while
flying on that route, as stated before by Captains Lomena and Delgado Suarez."
(xx.)
(xx.)

"Venezuela Marquetia 54-12-8?" APRO files. Translation: Probably by
"Joe." Photocopy in author's files. Also: Marquetia, Dec. 8 (Local News
-El Universal-by correspondent Villasana).

7 December. Dorchester, Massachusetts. (8?: 15 p.m.)
"Yellowish-white lights."
An article in a Boston paper said:
"A cluster of 'yellowish-white lights' that reminded suspended over Franklin
Field, Dorchester several minutes late yesterday caused more than a score of persons
to call police.
"An explanation that the phenomenon might have been caused by the planet
Mars as suggested by the Blue Hill Observator failed to satisfy most callers.
"Mrs. Harold LeBodidge of 17 Donald Road, Dorchester, said her first impression was that the lights 'were on an airplane.' 'But it remained stationary five to eight
minutes as though suspended from the sky,' she said. 'Then it suddenly zoomed toward Quincy with a 'tremendous flash of light.'
·
"Mrs. Lellovidge said her son, Alfred, 21, pointed out the lights to her at 8?: [not
clear] 15 p.m." (xx.)
(xx.)

Boston, Massachusetts. The Boston Herald. 8 December 54.

8 December. Caracas, Venezuela. (6:30p.m.)
Doctor and his father observe little men
According to a newspaper account:
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"The day before yesterday at 6:30p.m. a very distinguished doctor of this city
was driving his car between La Carlota Airdrome and Francisco de Miranda Avenue
in the Caracas suburb of La Floresta, accompanied by his father. They observed an
unusual incident which we are going to report since it proceeds from serious-minded
reliable people that wish no publicity for obvious reasons.
"The doctor steered his car on a curve, and suddenly, when reaching a very
forested place with big trees and bushes, his father exclaimed: 'Look!' The doctor
braked to a stop. When the doctor looked at the place where his father was pointing,
he was able to observe two little men who were running to get into the thickets. Moments later, a silver disc, very luminous, emerged from the thickets and darted off
into the sky with a sharp whistle or sizzling sound. The doctor and his father said:
'We know nothing of other persons who might have seen the same thing."' (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Caracas 54-12-10." APRO files. Translated by "Joe." Photocopy
in author's files. Also: Caracas, Venezuela. El Universal. 10 December 54.
The same newspaper article added the comment that a very distinguished lady [who was not
named] living in the eastern part of Caracas had seen some flying saucers the same evening. She
watched as five luminous discs flew over her house, the objects arranged in an "angle-shaped
formation." The UFOs disappeared towards the south. (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

9 December. The Flores-Gomez "fight with the little men." (See UFOs: A History 1954
November-December, pages 51-52)
"Joe," Coral Lorenzen's translator, had this comment about the case:
"Coral, here you'll find other detail which appeared later in other newspapers:
They were arrested, as it was thought they were mad. Psychiatrists were sent to
check the boys. They were hunting rabbits and had a flashlight. The spaceship
gave out light, glaring flashes which lit up the nearby mountains. The boys said:
'We saw a sort of"aerial antenna" begin to emerge from the upper part ofthe
saucer. Maybe it was a kind of human radar detector.' The boys were in perfect
health and had not drunk anything ... They are known in the region as people of reliability and good behavior." (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Carora." APRO files. Translation by "Joe." Photocopy in
author's files.
Shirts torn to rags?
Pictures ofFlores and Gomez shown on page 51 appeared in the Venezuelan press. The reproductions of the photos here are of very poor quality but they do show clearly the condition of the
ofthe boy's shirts.
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9 December. El Valle (su.burb of Caracas), Venezuela. (night)
Saucer tries to land'?
A press story said:
"Miguel Toro and his friend Delio Amado Leon, both say they observed clearly
during the night a flying saucer which tried to land at El Valle close to where Radio
Caracas has its control-towers. Mr. Toro added that the craft displayed small lights
and then extinguished them. Suddenly the two men saw the machine take off at high
speed and zoom out of sight.
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"Miguel Toro had not drunk any kind of liquor that night
and he believed saucer stories were due to 'hoaxes' or propaganda (advertising) .. . 'but now I'm ready to believe anything,'
he remarked."' (xx.)
(xx.)

"Venezuela El Valle 54-12-9." APRO files. Translation:
Probably by "Joe." Photocopy in author ' s files.

9 December. Aguedo Felipe Alvarado, Venezuela. (night)
Proof of the Flores-Gomez incident?

£, (!~o.# ~l
~.

·ITALIANS .
.I

According to a story in the press:
"The same saucer seen by the two hunters [Flores-Gomez]
was seen by Mr. Benjamin Montoya at the Municipality Aguedo

Felipe Alvarado, near the farm 'El Pelon,' Lara State. 'I saw it
for several minutes as it went off its route zig-zagging. By its
path I reckoned it was going to land right behind a village called
Bobare, but some unexpected obstacle perhaps forced it to land ·at
Carora,' said Mr. Montoya.
"Another man, by the name of Juan Segundo Rojas, owner
of a farm not far from the rabbit-farm 'El Pelon,' a very stalwart
and husky fellow, states that not only one saucer, but a whole fleet
of them had been sighted the previous weeks in the western States.
(xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Barquismento 54-12-11." APRO files.
Translation: Probably by "Joe." Photocopy in authors'
files.
10 December. Italians believe. (See clipping)
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· ~T~S
Rome, Dec. 10.

l~llan flier
T·l!Eoridwell·kno\vn
newspaperman .\ianer

Lauldi ;' who is .wtltlng n 11eries

or urUcles on !'fiYlm: ·. sauc~ra ,
states : t.n .;the· Corrlere · della
Sern thRt the .. majority . or
s.1tx:ers ·c~md

' Martians;

·

. '•. Lualdl ;·· basedl his · · statement'
~n ·hundrerls o~ ' letters recelv"d
!rom·· · nil .· over . Italy aJnce · . he
atftrted wrltln~ · on ·.the,, •ubjt'ct. :
. ,;·He , uyl ;: that;;;:the ·., . senerally.
accepted <theory :.outalde rltaly ' Ja.'
that·:·' !lylng •.•:aaucerw ' are ·:·belnc•
hu\lt' on. earth, by · aome . · power
\Vhose aeronautical progreu hal
p;one beyond. the . known ltllgea.
ija · IIIYI the- chief : . 'IUip!!Cled'
powers are the . Unl~ed . St~~>tea,.
Rus.sla a. nd France .. .
1 Britain,
: However, Lualdl aueru. that
82 per cent ot his, r aders "»ould
not accept. this . theory.
.
· "They prefer to . let thelr ·lma•
ginat!on run ·riot . and · . belleve
that tlying saucers are used by
Martians.". - .. AN$A. · .
··

10 December. Maracaibo, Venezuela. (10:00 p.m. )
Domino match interrupted.

I

ItaltanR still' bellcvcoln flying ·

Hat-shaped .object over lake.

Citizens on watch all night. Why? The press explains:
"Many people here in Maracaibo kept alert vigil with the purpose of sighting any
of the saucers frequently seen around here these past days. Beto Tudares and Reinaldo
Afencio, two important employees ofthe Venezuelan Corporation oflncreasing oflndustry in this city, declared that last night, while playing dominos at shoreline walk in
Republic Square, they sighted a hat-shaped object, which hovered over the surface of
the lake for several minutes emitting intermittent lights. Time: 10:00 p.m. 'It was triangular-shaped and we didn't hear any strange noise. It was stationary for some minutes,
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and then disappeared without leaving any trail. What we saw was seen also by many boys
who were studying at the square,' said Reinaldo Atencio." (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Maracaibo 54-12-10." APRO files. Translation: Probably "Joe."
Photocopy in author's files.
12 December. San Antonio (Cariaco Gulf), Venezuela. (10:15 p.m.)
Strange balloon.
Short press dispatch: "Last night at 10:15 this population was caught by surprise by the cruising of a craft with the shape of an illuminated balloon (globe), green in color, which crossed the
sky from south to north." (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela San Antonio 54-12-12." APRO files. Translation: Probably by "Joe."
Photocopy in authors' files.
13 December. Mexico City, Mexico.
"Club for the Distribution of Scientific and Technical· .
Information." (See clipping)
14 December. Near Buenos Aires. (morning)
Figure like a dwar£
According to our source:
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"To the numerous reports by many persons of saucer sightings
it must be added the one made by Enrique Zaba who lives at Coronel
Pringles. He informed us that as he was going to work early in the
morning when he sighted a luminous disc landing in a field after making great orbits in
the sky and casting a bright light over a large area. He added that the object seemed
like a cigar [seen at an angle?] throwing off a glaring, blinding light. The craft hovered
three feet from the ground and in the central part of the disc a figure like a dwarf was
visible. Finally the disc shot up into sky and vanished in a northern direction." (xx.)
.

-

(xx.) "Argentina Buenos Aires. 54-12-14?'' APRO files. Translation: Probably by
"Joe." Also: Buenos Aires Dec. 14. (AFP). Photocopy in author's files.
14 December. Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela. (10:00 p.m.)
Martian enters a hotel?

-Ope would sure l)ke to know the details about "art alien entering a building." For the record,
here is what we do know with allowances made for a translation:

I
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"Three flying machines shaped like flying saucers described by the press these
days were sighted by many people at 10 p.m. The strange crafts emitted a brilliant
light, and though quite soundless, they streaked at fantastic speed which left no chance
of close observation. Among the persons who saw the objects were Messrs Crisanto
Munoz and Antonio Jose Briceno. They stated they clearly saw three saucers which
traveled at an impressive speed. 'They were at a considerable height, yet we could see
their features. They were like a disc,' Briceno said. Briceno is a public functionary in
this State, and on account of that, a person of reputation and respectfulne~s. Other persons assured that 'a strange being of little size' had went into the Embassy Hotel and
those who sawit state that by no means it was a human being (an earthling). It was a
Martian, its monster-like form and little size proved it. This is one of the first news
about saucers and Martians here in the State ofBolivar and it caused great excitement."
(xx.)

"Venezuela Ciudad Bolivar. 54-12-14." APRO flies. Translation: Probably by
"Joe." (See clipping below)
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14 December. Calabozo, Venezela. (about 9:00p.m.)
"There is a better show outside."
A newspaper printed:
"Persons arriving from Calabozo, and a crew of a plane, informed us that last night
that at approximately 9 o'clock a strange flying craft was seen cruising across the sky
over the town. Everyone in a motion picture theater left the building to watch. It is said
everyone in town witnessed the phenomenon. The object was described as moving rather
slowly, from north to south, leaving a thick wake of reddish light which vanished after
remaining in the sky for some time." (xx.)
(xx.)

"Venezuela Calbozo. 54-12-4." APRO files. Translation: Probably by "Joe."
Photocopy in authors' files.

15 December. 50 miles south of Carnarvon, Australia. (about 3:00a.m)

,. ,.

"Saucer kept watch on us." (See clipping below)
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PERTH, Mon.-A Geraldton businessman believes that a flying
object "observed" him and a companion for about four minutes.
The ~ xperience was
horrifying, he said.
.
The object hovered
near their car, from
which they had alighted on to a bush road.
The man gave his
name but asked .that it.
not be published.
About 3 am .' · last
Wednesday, he said; he
was 50 miles south of

Carnarvon, driving to

Geraldton , when he and
h is companion sighted
an object in the sk:y.
It kept pace with the
car for about 20 minutes.
There were _intermit~t orange lights fiash·!riC in the sky.
"We
·;'~it saw one orange

flash, then two; then
one disappeared, followed by complete darkness ," he said.
"The
one~two-one· darkness pattern repeat ed itself at approxlmately 30- second intervals for about 20 minutes."
After the object had
kept pace with the car

"At
that
di.>tance
other lights on the obJ·ect were visible.
"The ·object appean•l
to approach us very
slowly, but at 3.24 a.m .
all lights disappeared
suddenly."
They did not see the
object again until four
minutes later, when they

he pulled up at 3.20 a.m.

seconds before it disap-

for about 15 to 17 miles,

and extinguished the
vehicle 's lights.
"We both got out of
the car and then the
object came closer.
"We could . hear noth ing, but it appeared to
be half a mile awa.y at
a height of about 200
feet."

saw it for only a

few

peared altogether.
"We had the sensation
of being watched : It was
extraordinary," he said.
one man reported the
object to a Department
.of Civil Aviation officer
In
the

Perth?, Australia. Sun-Herald. 21 December 54.
Murray Boot files, Auckland, New Zealand.

1
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15 December. Brussels, Belgium.
Saucers, Martians, descend on Christmas.
Holiday news from the Belgian capital:
"Flying saucers and Martians will descend on Brussels this Christmas to help the
city ' s inhabitants to celebrate the festival. The Martians and their saucers will swarm
in many large shops and are expected to make their most impressive appearance in one
ofBrussel's central streets, which will be specially heated during the whole ofthe
Christmas festivities.
"The city's 'Syndicat d'Initiative,' which organizes the seasonal attractions and
believes in topicality, has made the theme ofthis years festivities 'Flying Saucers and
Martians,'
"The 'Men from Mars,' however, are only a small part of the preparations. Workmen have erected arches of electric bulbs for the traditional Festival of Lights." (xx.)
(xx.)

Aberdeen, Scotland. Evening Express. 15 December 54. Murray Bott files,
Auckland, New Zealand.

15 December. Bachaquero, Venezuela. (?3:00a.m.)
Glaring blue light. "I was dumbfounded."
A news story tells us:
"Between Tia Juana and Bachaquero many people saw a flying saucer which
gave off blinding flashes ofblue light. At Bachaquero it was seen close up by Professor Fred Smith of Shell Caribbean Petroleum who said it was approximately 3?
[not clear] in the morning when a bluish, glaring light awoke him. The light came
though the window and lit up the whole room. He says that when he got up to pull
up the blinds, he noticed a giant, flat-shaped craft stationary a few feet off the
ground over a nearby hillock. 'I was dumbfounded so I just turned down the blinds,'
said Smith. He didn't want to alarm his wife and he went back to bed without awaking her.
"Asked if he saw any saucer crewmen, Smith replied: 'No, nothing living could
be seen. It was impossible not to notice it since the blue light from the craft was so
very strong. It was like looking at the sun with the naked eye. The next morning I
investigated the hillock for any traces of the saucer but found nothing.'
"Doctor of Pharmacy L. Estrada and Manuel Piferua, a grocery store owner, say
they saw the same saucer at the same hour and their description coincides with
Smith's." (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Caracas 54-12-15." APRO files. Translation: Probably by "Joe."
Photocopy in author's files.
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15 December. San Lorenzo, Venezuela. (2:20p.m.)
Thousands see saucers?
Our source states:
"Nearly a thousand persons state they had seen a fleet of flying saucers yesterday in the skies over the Daralt District, Zulia State. Among them were school
students, several teachers, and many farmers.
"At 2:20 in the afternoon the whole town and many people in the oil fields, including 400 students from a college here, went out to observe some strange crafts
that whirled in the sky. Two of the boys fainted from excitement. One of the
teachers was able to draw the crafts on a paper. Francisco Ollarve, a farmer, who
lives not far from Moue Grande, beside the highway leading to this city, stated to us
that he and his wife had seen several large birds fall dead while flying in the area of
the saucers." (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Caracas. 54-12-IS." APRO files. Translation: Probably by "Joe. "
Photocopy in author's files.
16 December. Caracas, Venezuela. (about I1:00 a.m.)
Silvery something.
A Venezuelan APRO member filed a UFO report for Coral. "Joe" translated:
"Yesterday some time after II o'clock in the morning a flying saucer was sighted
stationary over the city. Described by Mr. Manolo Tirado as silvery and the size of a
two-Bolivar coin [at arm's length?], it remained still for more than a half hour, then it
suddenly increased its luminosity and moved several degrees downwards. It remained
stationary again for approximately 10 minutes. Then it soared up into the blue sky and
disappeared. Visibilty was excellent. The entire city viewed the object. (See drawings
by Mr. Tirado) (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Caracas. 54-12-16." APRO files. Translation by "Joe." Photocopy in author's files.
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16 December. Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela. (night)
"Luminous circle."
A press story said:
"Several persons claim to have observed an enormous 'luminous circle' pass over
the city at a very low altitude last night. It was also stated that the thing left a wake of
greenish light, and that its speed was not fast, but moderate. It was lost sight ofbehind some hills which surround the city. Everyone was alarmed by the incident." (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Ciudad Bolivar. 54-12-16." APRO files. Translation: Probably by
"Joe." Photocopy in author's files.
16117 December. Apple Valley, California. (6:00 p.m.-about 12:00 a.m.)
Big cigar-shaped UFO.

According to our source:
"On December 16, 1954, I was dubiously fortunate to have observed a 'UFO' in
the skies over Apple Valley, California~ near Victorville. I feel that I have had enough
experience with flying, ~adar navigation and observing to qualify for reporting the following incident with near accuracy. I am certain that the phenomenon was of a tangible nature with dimensions that were real, though unbelievable.
"The object was cigar-shaped, of extremely bright silvery material. It remained
stationary at an altitude of approximately 25,000 feet, almost directly above the Apple
Valley Inn, from about six o'clock p.m. ofthe 16th until almost noon ofthe following
day. That night the object appeared as a reddish-orange glow, but when the sun came
up in the morning, the object became silvery. It was easily visible with the naked eye.
I observed it in the morning with a pair of7x50 binoculars and was able to make out
quite a bit ofthe detail
"This object must have been about two and a halftimes as long as a B-29. There
were two windows or ports at one end near the bottom. It seemed separated through
the length with a single row ofbolts or small holes.
"There were approximately 50 people who observed the same thing that I did;
among them were two deputy sheriffs from Victorville, a medical doctor, the manager
of the Apple Valley Inn and most of its employees, and at least 20 guests at the Inn.
The authorities were repeatedly called at George Air Base, which is just four miles
from Victorville. The only answer that could be obtained at the time was that they
had planes Gets) in the area and were investigating. They assured any callers that it
was not a weather balloon or similar object but beyond that they would say nothing.
The following day they denied that any inquiries had ever been made by all of these
people.
"In the early morning there were jets all over the place. One vapor trail was
visible flying directly over the object at about 25,000 feet. The jet wasn't visible
with the naked eye but could be seen with binoculars. The pilot ofthatjet couldn't
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have avoided seeing the object.
"One ofthe guests ofthe Inn took some pictures ofthe object which, I later
learned, were taken from him by authorities.
"On Friday the 17th, I returned to Los Angeles and gave a full account ofthe
experience to Mr. Paul Coates of the Mirror-News. He inunediately began to check
my story and verified everything I had told him.
"The only satisfaction that he was able to get was from two non-commissioned officers who admitted knowing about the reports, but made the bad mistake of
telling Mr. Coates of their knowledge. They suddenly were incommunicado at the
Air Base." (xx.)

The Flying Saucer Review. The Official Publication of the Space Observers
League. Ed.: R.J. Gribble. Box 441, Seattle, Washington. Vol. I, No.8. p.4.
(The witness is not named but there may be enough elements to check to
verify the information-L.E. Gross)

(xx.)

The Nowra, Australia, case. (See page 58 in the monograph UFOs: A History 1954
November-December)
Here is a comment found in the papers ofDr. James McDonald:
"Paul Norman [A prominent Australian UFOlogist] remarked, in a letter of
October 5, 1967, that D~e Mabel Brooks, an elderly lady in the Melbourne area,
was personally acquainted with the Navy Chief of Staff, Commander Dowling, who personally
investigated the Nowra case. She said Dowling was quite impressed."
(xx.)
(xx.)

''News Accounts ofthe 1954 Radar-Visual UFO Observation at Nowra
(N.S.W.) Naval Air Station, Australia." (Material copied from library
press files by Paul Norman, V.F.S.R.S., 10/67) Dr. James McDonald
papers. University of Arizona Library, Tucson, Arizona. Special Collections Division. Box 1.

16 December. President Eisenhower discounts "Saucers from Space." (See pages 61-62
ofthe monograph UFOs: A History 1954 November-December)
For the record, we will take note of the details ofthis historic news conference. Here is how
it transpired. Questions from reporters touched on a possible second term for Eisenhower, an
adjustment in the minirrmm wage, and removing restrictions on earned income by Social
Security pensioners. And then, out ofthe blue: "A reporter, said he wanted to 'change the subject rather drastically." (xx.) This brave soul needs to be named and quoted exactly.
(xx.) Washington D.C. Washington Post. 16 December 54.
Here is the information:
"Garnett D. Horner of The Washington Star-Mr. President, ifl can change the

...
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subject rather drastically, recent news reports indicate that some European governments
are investigating quite seriously the flying saucer problem. And not too long ago there
was a book published in this country that purported to show that our Air Force thought
that some of these flying objects at least might come to be of extraterrestrial origin. I
wonder if you could tell us if our authorities really do suspect something of that kind or,
if not, what is the form of the things? (xx.)
(xx.)

New York, N.Y. The New York Times. 16 December 54. p.24.

17 December. Puerto Piritu, Venezuela. (no time)
Shape like a tortoise.
More UFO news from Venezuela:
"The crew and passengers of a LAV airlines plane sighted three luminous objects
flying at tremendous speed over Puerto Piritu, Anzoategui State. The story was told
when the airliner landed moments later at Cumana. According to the witnesses, the objects were flying in formation, one in the lead followed closely by the other two. The
witnesses said the objects had a shape like a tortoise and shot off very luminous rays.
Among the passengers was Mr. Rafael Boada, respected businessman in Sucre State,
and Mr. Carlos Molejas, engineer. The report caused excitement and curiosity among
the citizens ofPuerto Piritu." (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Cumane. 54-12-17." APRO files. Translation: Probably by "Joe."
Photocopy in author's files.
18 December. Catete Palace, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. (3:00a.m.)
Sentries see saucer?
It was a cool and cloudless night when the UFO was spotted. There was no moon and no wind.
The place was the Catete Palace in Rio de Janeiro that looked out over Guanabara Bay. The witnesses were Marine Corps sentries that formed the palace guard.
It seems a round-shaped light approached, slowed down, and then stopped in mid-air. The
brilliant glow given off by the luminous hazy ball lit up the waters of Guanabara Bay like
moonlight. The rays were a glaring yellow of steady intensity. After a time, the mystery object
climbed up in an obliq~e angle and disappeared in four to five seconds. Witnesses claimed they
saw two small luminous jets flowing from the lower part of the UFO while it accelerated. No
noise was heard the entire time.
The official report mentions other witnesses who happened to be on Flamengo Beach just in
front of the Catete Palace." (xx.)
(xx.)

Official report released in Octo_ber 1956 by Brazilian Colonel Adil de Oliveira. Report
filed with UNICAT by Dr. Olavo Fontes. Data entered into UNICAT data base on July
22, 1986. Photocopy ofUNICAT entry in author's files.
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19 December. Cartaya, Spain. (no time)
Circular craft on the ground.
A brief entry in an old Data-Net catalogue states:
"Messrs. M. Moral Bernal and J. Riquelme Camacho were at a place named
Tavirona when they observed a circular craft on the ground 50 meters away. As they
walked closer they were surprised to see the object rise very high with much noise
and fly away toward Portugal." (xx.)
(xx.)

(No city named) Noticiario Universal. 20 December 54.

19 December. Valcencia, Venezuela. (about 10:00 p.m.)
"Hairy little men rock collectors." (See UFOs: A History 1954 November-December, pages
65, 69.)

"Joe/' APRO's translator, adds little to the version in the UFO history monograph. He does
say the witness/victim Jose Parra was a jockey, and needed to lose 2 pounds, which is why he
was out for a run at 10:00 o'clock in the evening. (It might be said that it is unlikely Mr. Parra
would fake such a story since no one would trust a "nut" to ride their horse in a race--L.E.
Gross). "Joe" also menti<?ned that this "hairy little men" report was published in the newspaper
El Nacional without ridicule. The El Nacional, "Joe" points out, is a serious and reliable
newspaper. That fact was a measure of how Venezuela was reacting to the saucer flap.
20 December. Melbourne, Australia. (2:15a.m.)
The "meteor" that flew under the clouds.
Here is the story:
"Four Commonwealth security officers and others saw a weird 'whooshing'
object drop from the skies over Melbourne early to day, and hurtle at great speed
across the city and northern suburbs beneath a heavy cloud-bank. Scientists tonight could not explain the mysterious object.
"Mr. T.B. Hehir, ofFootscray, who was on duty at the Maribyrnong Explosive factory as a Commonwealth Security Officer, said tonight: 'At 2:15 a.m.
(S.A. time; 19112/54) I was about to open a door in a security building when I
was suddenly bathed in light. The whole ground was lit up. Then I saw what
looked like a ball of fire below the clouds.
"It appeared to have sparks flying from it, and it whizzed by me in a few
seconds. The object made a sizzling noise as it went by, like the hiss of a jet
engine, and it had a distinct 'swooshing' sound. I have never believed in flying
saucers, but this will always stay in my mind.'
"A milk carter in Coburg, a woman in Thornbury, and a man in Research
gave similar accounts. The milk carter said, 'It was like a rocket. It was bright
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blue, and appeared to have a red flame coming out of its back.'
"The head of the CSIRO Meteorological Physics Division, Dr. C.H.B. Priestly,
said: 'I cannot suggest what it could have been. I know of no meteorological effect
which could behave in that manner.'
"A Weather Bureau officer said that cloud was 2,500 feet high at the time, and
that there was no thunder or lightning.
"Another security officer, Mr. L. Foster, of Flemington, said: 'I had just begun
my patrol when suddenly the sky was lit up. The night was black and clpuded. The
thing, which looked like a ball of fire, appeared out ofthe western sky and behind it
was a channel of light. All of sudden it shot ac:c.oss the sky and I had an excellent
view of it.
"'I am certain that the object was controlled by some means because of the
low path it cut as it swished by, and lit the ground like a powerful searchlight. I have
seen anything like it before, and I have seen plenty of falling stars. This object was
too low to be a natural phenomenon, as it would have fallen to the ground. I would
estimate its speed as twice that of a jet plane. It held me spellbound. '

Two other Security men at Maribyrnong confirmed what Mr. Hehir and Mr.

11

Foster saw. Mr. Hel:J.ir made a detailed sketch of the phenomenon, showing clouds,
the horizon, buildings, the Maribyrnong River, and the path and appearance of the
object. The sketch was published on the front page of the Sun newspaper." (xx.)
(xx.)

Adelaide, Australia. Advertiser. 20 December 54 and the Melbourne,
Australia. Sun. 20 December 54.

(See Mr. Hehir' s sketch and his picture below)
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Mr. Hehir- he saw a "flying saucer."
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20 December. Paysandu, Venezeula.

(no time)

Disc or plate form.
A press account states:
"Various people observed a rapidly moving flying disc in the Sanducero sky near
kilometer 23 ofRoute 90 on the highway to Paysandu near Piedras Coloradas.
"Mr. Alberto Sanguinetti and German Fraschini in the first sighting and later Sr.
Enrique Rocha, as well as several friends of his reported having observed an object at
some 800 meters altitude, very large, and of blinding brilliance and of a metallic appearance. It sped off at great velocity to the south. When it was farther away it was
easier to see that it had a disc or plate form." (xx.)
(xx.) "Paysandu, Venezeula. 54-11-20." APRO files. Translation: "Probably by "Joe."
Photocopy in author's files.
20? December. Turen, Venezeula. (no time)

"It came down to be see and be seen?"

"The present situation demands it."

According to a press report:
"The most impressive news ofthe flying saucer affair lately is this one which
authorities reported to us. It happened on the roadway to Turen. It involved an important employee of the Ministry ofNational Education and many other persons who
drove by at the time. Seemingly, a strange airship came down as though it intentionaly meant to be observed clearly by all. It was stated that the airship emitted a luminosity from its edges and stood stationary for several minutes, apparently watching the
cars passing by on the roadway. It then zoomed upwards until it was out of sight.
The names of the witnesses to this strange incident have been kept secret as the present situation demands it." (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Turen. 54-12-20." APRO files. Translation: Probably by "Joe."
Photocopy in author's files.
The "present situation" got pretty sensitive since on December 20th the secret meeting at the
Brazilian War College earlier in the month was made public.
20 December. Details of War College meeting as reported by journalist Guillermo Tell
Tronconis. Newspaper not named. Unfortunately the photos mentioned
are not available for reproduction.
The article as found (typed up) in NICAP files:
" 'There are cases and events of a surprising character,' declares the head ofthe
Aeronautics General Staff Information Service at a lecture.
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"Photo captions: (left): Major Magalhaes and Lt. Hernani Perras making their statements before the audience at the Brazilian War College, during Col. Oliveira's lecture.
(Center): Colonel Joao Adil Oliveira, Information Chief of the Brazilian Aeronautics
General Staff, the author of the work on flying saucers which provoked interesting commentaries in Rio de Janeiro and induced the government to devote more attention by defense authorities to these machines [Fontes?]. (Right): The high chiefs of the land, sea,
and air ofBrazil, attentive to the speech of Col. Oliveira in the Brazilian War College,
expounding the necessity of taking the flying saucer problem seriously. (Bottom): Five
famous photographs, in sequence, taken at Barra de Tijuca, which according to the lecture of Col. Adil Oliveira represent one ofthe mgst interesting documents on the existence of flying saucers.
"The flying discs, or saucers as they are also called, have now defmitely entered
the serious category. Now it is more than a question ofvictims of illusion who swear
they have seen them. A dossier has now been compiled, and a general directive has
been issued, putting this affair, which has excited the whole world, if not actually in the
category of reality, at least in that of things whose existence cannot be denied without

risk of immediate and outright contradiction.
"These thoughts are suggested by the dissertation of Col. Adil Oliveira, Chief of
the Information Service of the General Staff of Aeronautics in Brazil. Colonel Oliveira,
who enjoys a high reputation among his military colleagues, recently took under his
charge the direction of the investigation of the events culminating in the crime ofRua
Toneleros and the attempted assassination of the journalist Carlos Lacorda, which resulted in drastic changes in Brazilian politics and the suicide ofPresid~nt Gatulio
Vargas.
"The Brazilian High Command and the Saucers-Colonel Adil Oliveira said that, in
the first place, no one can deny the existence of flying saucers. The text ofhis lecture
(printed in the December 11th issue of 0 Cruzeiro) is rich in data, dates, and testimonies,
which endeavor to show that man has not yet succeeded in deciphering the mystery of
the flying saucers, and that there are some facts which are absolutely undeniable. Among
these, six cases are outstanding, above all that of military pilot Thomas Mantell, who
perished while in pursuit of a flying disc seen from Godman Field tower in 1948.
"'The problem of the flying saucers, which has drawn the attention of the entire
world, is serious and deserves to be treated seriously,' said Colonel Oliveira. 'It is
necessary,' he added, 'for the government of all the great powers to take an interest in
the matter.'

"The lecture was given by Col. Adil Oliveira at the request of the Alunmi Association of the Brazilian War College, which is composed of men of the highest responsibilty among the elite in both the military and the technical fields. It was given in the auditorium of the Army Technical School at Rio de Janeiro.
"Col. Adil Oliveira gave the history of the saucers. He warned that he had no intention of involving Jules Verne in this technical science. But the exciting idea of flying saucers or discs has preoccupied humanity for centuries. If we go back through
time, we can fmd people who saw flying discs centuries before Christ.
"He then cited the account given by Donald Keyhoe and published in the Sunday
Dispatch, in which this ex-head of the U.S. Department of Commerce Information Ser-

vice asserts, that in 1762 the appearance of flying discs was noted. After this there ensued an abundance of accounts of the strange apparitions. Curiously enough (says Col.
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Oliveira), at that time it never occurred to anyone that it might be a question of optical
illusions or hoaxes. Nor was it thought that they were secret weapons. Whose, and for
whom?-for in those days, let us remark, the world and its inhabitants had not yet been
invaded by those ideas of destruction and domination that have rendered humanity miserable and put an end to the peace and tranquillity of all.
"After the strange appearances (proved by irrefutable testimony of reliable military
officers in the USA, England, France, Japan, etc.), scientists and technicians alike have
fallen into an ill-grounded discussion full of denials and contradictions, which has accomplished nothing except to obscure the seriousness of the problem, and to contribute
to the continuing neglect of a matter which ought to be the concern of all governments
-according to the Brazilian official.
" The pilot Mantell Was Killed By a Saucer.-This, says Col. Adil Oliveira, ' ... is
the most distressing of all known flying saucer cases.' (Mantell case then recounted-!
omit translation-' ADM' [NICAP's translator's comment])
"'The death of Mantell produced terror and panic in American public opinion,' declared Col. Oliveira. 'It led General Soru (sic) [Sory ?]Smith ofthe USAF to declare on
that occasion: "The Mantell case opened my eyes. I knew Thomas Mantell very well, also
Colonel Hix, Commandant of Godman Field. I know that both were intelligent men and
very different from the sort of people who like to imagine things."'
"'But the USAF maintained the case in a truly cursory treatment. No explanation
was produced, then or later, for the strange death of Captain Mantell [One gets the impression Col. Oliveira is receiving his foreign UFO intelligence from popular literature
and not through official channels].'
_
"Colonel Adil Oliveira then said that there was no lack of speculations in which the
appearance of the strange craft was attributed to maneuvers or tests by military forces.
" 'Might the flying discs have been from Russia?'
"Col. Oliveira himself gave the answer, asking himself the question, and replying to
the select audience:
" 'This belief was impossible. It could not be that remotely-controlled machines
would have been exposed for more than half an hour to the curiosity of the aviators at
Godman Air Base, rising among other things being shot down, thus losing the secret of
the weapon being tested.'
" 'But could it have been American either?,' he went on to ask. His answer: 'If it
were American, whether Air Force or Navy, how to explain its presence over Godman
base? Furthermore, how to explain the order given that these strange aircraft were to be

pursued? Who, in this hypotheses would have been the one responsible for the death of
Captain Mantell?'
" 'At all events,' he points out, 'what remains from it all must at least be the firm
conviction that the flying discs are a patent reality.'
"Following the history ofthe appearances of flying saucers, Col. Oliveira then
singled out another interesting aspect, which creates a new problem in national defense:
the fact that radar does not work on saucers. Nor is this an illusion. An event took
place which furnished demonstrative proof.
" 'In September, 1951, a student--the outstanding one in the class--was conducting a demonstration of the automatic operation of radar. He pointed the radar toward an
object flying at a low altitude, about 10 kilometers to the southeast of the control station.
But, to the surprise of all, the radar did not succeed in locking on the target. The student,
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much disconcerted, declarted:
"'The target is flying with too high a velocity to be followed, which shows that it
is faster than a jet plane.'
"The Colonel presented testimony before the public officers of the Brazilian Air
Force have seen the flying saucers.
" 'I was flying a jet plane. The events took place at the Gravati Base, in Rio Grande
de Sui...'
"The statement ofthe Brazilian officers, as presented by Colonel Oliveira, was as
follows: 'Last October 24 (1954), I was the officer ofthe day-Lt. Hernani Ferras de
Almeida, jet pilot, speaking-at the Puerto Alegre air base, when at about 1300 hours I
was called by a sergeant, who said to me: 'Lieutenant, a flying disc is being seen over
the base.'
"The Lieutenant smiled at this announcement by his subaltern ... 'I went to the
place, and verified the presence of the disc.'
" 'I verified the existence,' he declared, 'of an object that was hanging over the
base, of an unpolished-aluminum colour, similar to the colour of our jet planes. The object reflected a light. It was making circular movements, and was going back and forth,
from side to side. What was strange to me was the enormous velocity developed, greater than the 45,000 feet which is normal for jets (Probably means 45,000 feet/minutes,
510 mph.-ADM) I have never observed (he said) an object moving at such a terrific
speed. I then summoned other officers to confirm the fact, and at such a terrific speed.
I then summoned other officers to confirm the fact, and in the headquarters, after more
than ten sergeants and other men had witnessed the case, I submitted a_ report to Major
Joao Magalhaes Mota.
"But does Colonel Adil Oliveira believe in the existence of the saucers? The lecture, given before the highest military officials of Brazil, shows that he does. And more
than that, he feels that the problem of the flying saucers cannot continue to receive the
great neglect with which it has been treated both in military and scientific circles.
"By the way of climax, Brazil was informed that five flymg saucers have been
photographed. Colonel Oliveira presented these documents himself. The photographs
and negatives were exhibited, taken in La Barra de Tijuca, in 1952, by reporters of 0
Cruzeiro. For them (who?-ADM ), these are the most important documents extant
on the existence of the flying discs.
"For the rest, he made a formal declaration: The Brazilian Air Force has never
been negligent with respect to the mystery of the flying discs. At present there is
lacking a serious analysis of the documents and testimony presented, among them the
very weighty ones ofDr. Alberto de Melo Flores and high officers of the Brazilian
army. Meanwhile, many will be prepared to agree that the question of saucers is now
becoming serious. So said the Brazilian military chief, urging that it be taken with equal
seriousness." (xx.)
(xx.)

Troconis, Guillermo. "Brazilian Air Force Affirms Existence ofFlying Saucers."
(Venezuelan newspaper? [NICAP comment]) 20 December 54. Translator: "AMD."
NICAP files. Photocopy in author's files.

American UFOlogists react.
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For American UFO believers, the contrast between the Brazilian reaction to the UFO mystery and Eisenhower's made the U.S. President
appear to be ignorant fool. Well, the ChiefExecutive could hardly be
that, so where's the problem?
20 December. Temuco, Chile. (2:15p.m.)
"Stood in the middle ofthe sky."
A press report states:
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"Many persons in Villa Imperial near Temuco saw a flying
saucer according to a police officer at the jail. The saucer was
first sighted at 2:15p.m. It was observed by hundreds ofpeople
who saw it as it stood in the middle ofthe sky for several seconds
[hovered?] and then shot off towards the sea. Described as 'a very
highly brilliant object' and it could easily be seen in broad daylight." (xx.) (Also see clipping)
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"Chile Temuco 54-12-20." APRO files. Translation:
Probably by "Joe." Photocopy in author's files.

20 December.

Montevi~eo,

Uruquay.

"Stationary for brief moments."
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A press report states:
"A flying saucer was sighted over this city, as ascertained by many persons, reresidents of Bella Vista (a suburb) who state having seen a strange object cruising by
in the sky with all the known features common to all ofthem. The disc-shaped object,
after being stationary for brief moments, went out of sight." (xx.)
(xx.)

"Montevideo, Uruquay 54-12-20." APRO files. Translation: Probably by "Joe,"
Photocopy in author's files.

20 December. Carrizal, Venezuela. (daytime?)
Strange airships?
A news item from Carrizal tells us:
"The peaceful town ofCarrizal in the State of Miranda was surprised again by the
passing of two flying saucers. Last Monday, a party of picnickers observed one of these
flying machines cruise by. The witness this time is very well known and reliable person,
the businessman and importer Frank Pocaterra, owner ofPocaterra and C-Squared car
sellers. Mr. Pocaterra sighted two strange airships or flying saucers, maneuvering over

en
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and near the town of Carrizal, and then observed how they stopped for several seconds
over the nearby mountains. After that the objects raced across the sky at great speed
towards Los Teques, following the course of the highway leading to the town." (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Carrizal 54-12-21." APRO files. Translation: "Probably by "Joe."
Photocopy in author's files.
21 December. Corpus Christi, Texas. (8:25am.)
Formation maneuvers.
Robert Gribble's Flying Saucer Review had this account to relate:
"At 8:25 on the morning ofDecember 21, 1954, a local Corpus Christi, Texas,
businessman was driving along the shoreline. As he glanced out over the bay he
noticed four dark objects streaking across the sky in a straight line. His curiosity
aroused, he pulled over to the curb and got out of the car. The four objects were
travelling parallel with the horizon in a perfectly straight line.
"Travelling in a northerly direction, the objects held their formation for a short
time. Then, the one in back rose upward and forward assuming a position above
and slightly in front of the first object. The third object in line (from the front) rose
to a point slightly below and behind the object which had previously maneuvered.
The next one then moved upward slightly and to the left. This entire maneuver was
executed while the entire group of four was in forward flight.
"As soon as the objects assumed this wheel [square] fonnation, they began to
roll forward (as a wheel). As soon as they had rolled forward for a short distance,
they reversed the maneuver which put them in the wheel fonnation and assumed
the original straight line formation. They continued forward for a short distance,
then stopped in flight, and hovered. As the witness watched the objects, they disappeared, one by one." (xx.)
(xx.)

~--

Flying Saucer Review. Ed.: Robert Gribble. The Official Publication of
Civilian Flying Saucer Intelligence, P.O. Boxx 441, Seattle 11, Washington.
February 1956. pp.9-10. (Name of witness omitted by Gribble)
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Untranslated news clipping dated: 22 December 54. (Credit: Barry
Greenwood) (See this page)

£LA~~

22 December. Chicago "Spared by Reprieve." (See clipping on page
70) (Clipping from the Les Treece-Sinclair collection)

r;:~o.z c> a~

22 December. Managua, Nicaragua. (no time)

~~ )..~ /90->f
. LINARES
. . . .; . .
EXTRA:fiO, CUERPO ...

All over, the country talks.

·LUMINOSO .· VIS TO.

SOBRE 1 BULLILE9 ··
·· - ···. ... ··
.·. ·. :

A wire story says:

. .Veclnos pruumtn .> ~u• • se
· . !ret a. de un "dlsc_o _ ~o ado~ .

"Flying Saucers and flying cigars have made their apparition in
Nicaragua. All over the country talks about the sighting of these objects flying at great altitudes. In Managua, hundreds of persons saw
a 'kind of fluorescent tube' which cruised the sky at a great speed.
It was said the tube was several feet long [?Arm's length?] in appearance." (xx.)

PARRAL.- Lula. Morales '
y Ml,ue) Par11da, · v~clnos
. re1tdentes ·· en · el : 'vlllorrlo ·.

slluado en Jas· m~rgenes .
· del t.ranque· del Rio Bltlll. 'co, lnformaron a Carablneros . que el ' Junes . ultimo,' .
alredcdor de las 21 . horu,
dlvlsarqn un ob]clo · qu e ·
semejaba un "disco volador", que 5c dlrlgla a. 11rnn
altura y vclocldact hacla Ia

com.

(xx.)

Managua, Dec. 22 (AFP) ''Nicaragua Managua 54-12-21."
APRO files. Translation: Probably by "Joe." Photocopy in
author's files.

23 December. Barinas, Venezuela. (5:30a.m.)
Many very reliable and serious persons.

Barinisian High Society.

·

·

Agregaron que el ext.rafio cucrpo luminoso . traz6
uc semlclrculo sobre el
Iugar, para luego desapa·
· recer d~Jando una eatcla .
blanquecfna. ·
.
El f~n6mcno, .que ca'us6
eil:pectaciQn. enlre .los .veelnos, fue qbservado por va•
rlaa pc.rsdnu que ·vlven en
las lnmedlaclones del em. balso .. - !. PARRA, corre•·

ponsal.:· i . ,:, ',.
'

;, ':· :

A news story said:
"At 5:30a.m. in the morning a covey of flying saucers cruised the skies over this
city. Numerous people, among which are found very respectable and reliable persons,
while coming out of early morning pre-Christmas church services, sighted numerous
luminous flying objects. Most of the witnesses are mature persons belonging to
Barinisian High Society.
"Mr. Victor Leon, on sighting the phenomenon, ran to the house of the District
Prefect. Both the Prefect and Mr. Leon observed the objects as they moved put sight
toward the distant horizon. Mr. Julio Sanguinetti, a telegraph clerk, as well as a
police officer who stands watch at the local branch of the Bank ofVenezuela, carefully observed the objects .as they flew by. The two men said there was six objects in
all. Other witnesses said there was 12 [no explanation was suggested for the different
numbers]. The objects were described as "round-shaped with a sort of cap on the upper
surface."
"Besides the Barinas witnesses, persons arriving from Barrancas, Guanare, and
Acvarigua (distant cities) also claim to seen strange objects in the sky early in the
morning. " (xx.)
(xx.) "Venezuela Barinas. 54-12-23." APRO files. Translation: Probably by "Joe."

. :
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said.
.
The Oak Park w o m an had j
insisted that the Midwest would .
be engulfed in a great sheet of ,
lwater, spreading from the Arc·
tit: Circle to the Gulf of Mexico.

• * *

w~mim .
said her phone has been ringing
since the Daily ::\'ews found Dr.
Laughead in her home Thurs.
day.
"I had a call :\Ionday !r.o m
a ·man who invited me to attend an end·of·the·world cock·
taU party," she said.
"This is typical o! the mo. ,
ronie calls I've been g ;:;·<...Uik:'· ~
But we expect that." · · .~.'
>. '

THE DARK-HAIRED

i'-d·

't

I

..................
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Photocopy in author's files.
24 December. Barranquilla, Columbia. (no time)
"Sometimes upwards and sometimes downward."
An AFP dispatch states:
"The evening newspaper El Nacional informs that over the residential suburb of
El Pamdo? [photocopy not clear] in this city was sighted a flying saucer which moved
sometimes upwards and sometimes downwards, and always showing its profile [?].
The newspaper adds that the saucer was like the 'embossed shield offthe wheel of an
automobile ' and that its maneuvers could be observed during several minutes, shooting
bright glares [?flashes?]. (xx.)
(xx.)

"Columbia Barranquilla. 54-12-23." APRO files. Translation: Probably by
"Joe." Photocopy in author's files.

24 December. Blumenau, Santa Catarina, Brazil. (no time)
Radio hams spread the news.
According to item in Jose Faria's UFO magazine:
"On December 24, 1954, in Blumenau, Santa Catarina, many people were looking
at the planet Venus when suddenly, coming from the same direction, an object the size
of an auto made a brief appearance at terrific speed. Mr. Luiz Medeiros, who is a radio
amateur, at once communicated with several radio-hams and spread the news. He said
he also saw something strange in the sky through some binoculars. He sighted a flying
body that could not have been an aircraft, balloon or star. The thing was red and sometimes looked like a hat, a cigar and a common saucer [It must have twisted around while
in fl ight] . It was coming from the northeast. What got Mr. Medeiros really impressed
was the releasing of a smaller body from the big one. It could be seen by the naked eye.
Many people in Blumenau have confirmed the sighting." (xx.)
(xx.)

The Flying Saucer. Ed.: Jose Escobar Faria. Published by the Flying Disks
Research Center (CPDV). Sao Paulo, Br~l. No. 2, October 1956. p.5.

25 December. Puerto Ayavucho, Venezuela. (A little after 12:30 a.m.)
Mass sighting-1 00 witnesses.

Discs big and little.

Excitement in Federal territory:
"Puerto Ayavucho, Delta Amacuro, Federal Territory . .. a great commotion was produced in this city with the sudden appearance of six luminous objects which more than
a hundred people qualified as 'flying saucers.' As reported by Messrs. Rafael Simon
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Bolivar, Henrique Conde, all officers of the National Identification Service, and Luis
Herrera, Traffic Inspector, it was a little after 12:30 in the night when they sighted a
luminous object crossing the sky from north to south, leaving behind a trail which
disappeared at intervals due to the black clouds that were in its path. Other persons
were called to observe the phenomenon, but it became more astounding when, flying
at a low altitude and giving off light, there appeared an object which looked like the
full moon, but brighter, and surrounded by another, smaller, similar one.
"At intervals of five minutes, there appeared other objects, four in number,
which made a circle over the city and then disappeared towards the north." (:xx.)
(:xx.)

"Puerto Ayavucho, Venezuela 54-12-25." APRO files. Translation by "Joe."
Photocopy in author's files.

25 December. Puerto Ayavucho, Venezuela. (about 1:00 a.m.)
The indian was badly frightened.
The same press report quoted above added this:
"Another report: Mr. Feline Argotte, a secretary employed at the town hall and a
skeptic about everything concerning flying saucers, stated that around 1:00 a.m. an
indian who lives in his house summoned him. The indian was badly frightened and
pointed out a luminous object passing by in the sky. Joined by his wife, Sofia, Mr.
Argotte watched several luminous objects fly by, leaving trails of bright light. He declared that 'he now believes in these things, connected perhaps, with Martians.'
(:xx.)
(:xx.)

Ibid.

Beware of the military police.
After translating the Puerto Ayavucho news clipping, "Joe," APRO's Venezuelan representative, included an extensive commentary:
"Coral, up to now, none of the reports of having seen or being attacked by little
men have been denied. Besides, notice that in many of these sightings, members of
the National Security have been witnesses to them. Coral, everybody here is afraid
ofNational Security because when they nab a fellow, they do not behave very decently with him. A friend of mine once said to a National Guardsman, fitted with anger,
that: 'what kind of a government is this one' and then he was taken to the National
Security as 'subversive to the government' and being only a boy 19 years old, he was
tortured, and forced to confess that he was acting against the government. He denied
it and he was beaten. After being detained for week in jail, by the stress and works of
the mother, he was released. You see, they are sort of detectives, and they treat people
not very good, especially when it is because of politics. Did you know that they tried
to silence the two boys . .. [Flores and Gomez who fought the dwarfs], but the boys
kept telling the truth in spite of the threats ... [made by] National Security.
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"So, you see Coral, one can't just make up a false story out of anything here.
Coral, please this is very confidential, as you know that_ here nobody can talk about
any of these things openly. It is better to shut up. I don't mean our actual government is bad. No, nothing of the sort, on the other hand, it is, up to now, the most
progressive one, not only in Venezuela, but in all South America, but, you see, our
people are not like the good, educated, American people. Here, if there were freedom that is found in the U.S., things would be pretty rough and rev~lutions and
riots would take place every day so it is better to curtail and shorten the freedoms
here ... " (xx.)
(xx.) ''Venezuela Puerto Ayavucho 54-12-25." APRO files.
Translation by "Joe." Photocopy in author's files.

"

(The actual clipping from the Daily Nugget as shown on page 79
replaces the story on pages 75,76 in the monograph UFOs: A
History I 954 November-December. The clipping has more
detail)
26 December. Bisbee, Arizona. (6:00a.m.)
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26 December. Conclusions reached by H. Turner of the Australian Scientific Liaison Office. (See pages 74-78)
26 December. Cobalt, Canada.
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Dr. J. Allen Hynek's assistant, William T. Powers, calls our
attention to some statistics.

In a letter to the prestigious journal Science in 1967, Mr. Powers
produced some numbers in regards to "saucer landings." It states:
"Over 200 world-wide landings were reported for the
year 1954 ... many with occupants ... Over 100 witnessed by
more than one person .. .In all these sightings at least 624
persons were involved, and only 98 ofthese people were
alone. In 13 sightings, there were more than 10 witnesses
for each." (xx.)
(xx.)
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Powers, William T. "Letters to the Editor." Science.
April 7, 1967.

30 December. Between Aufhausen and Piesendorf, Austria. (Between 9:50 and 10:00 p.m.)
Hemispherical object.

· , . :r'

. BlSBEE t.fl ' - :':\n uuc.xpla.~.;
bright object lit up Lhe skieli 1Il

• 1 ' ... • ' '

Came down, rose again, and appeared to hang in space. (See
clipping on this page)
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COMMONWEALTH

Of AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALIAN SCIENTIFIC LIAISON OFFICE
A UNIT OF
HOLIIO~N

3422

TH~

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH SCIENT!FIC OFFICE (LONDON)

AFRICA HOUSE.
KINGSWAY.
LONDON. W.C.2

26tfi . Jec. 195 ~
The . Secretary,
Department of Air ,
Victoria Barracks,

St. Kilda Road,
L:elb ourne.
Dear Sir,
Under the authority of the Secre~ary:of the Department of Air,
the Directorate of Air Fore~ Intdlligence arranged for two files of
reports dealing with "flying saucers" to be placed at my disposal for
analysis,
Ny departure for the United Ki~dom in November 1954
curtailed this investigation.
The conclusions reached at that stage
are given in the attached report.
If there is ELnY desire on the part of the R.A.A.F. to continue
this co-operation in ELnY way, !would, be only too happy to do so.
Yours faithfully,

(H,Turner)

~ ··
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·REPORT ON "FLYTIIG SAUCERS n

INTRODUCTION
1.
Itl order to e.ssillt in assessing two t-iles of report::~
held by the Director of Air Force Intelligence concerning
"flying saucers", a general inquiry into the subject matter
was held by the.writer.
Among the books investigated were
the following:-

Keyboe 1

11

Flyi~ Saucers Prom Outer

.Space
Menzel:

11

Flying Saucers"

and Adamski:
"Flying Saucers Have Landed"
.
.
In addition, numerous periodicals and magazine:!! were. found to
supply odd reports.
~slie

~:
~he Victorian Flying Saucer !nvestigation Commdttee
The Committee
was helpful in SUVPlying further information.
·was not aware of any connection with the R.A.A.p.
3. ·
Some local sightings of interest were personally
investigated. such investigations were found to render
considerably morfl intormation than expected.
Finally,
'discussions were bad with varioua stat! members .of the Physics
Department, University of Melbourne.

'

4.
In this way, it was hoped that a basic ·ll:ooerstanding
of the problem woul d be achieved.
5.
As regards the filed reports, it was the initial
intention of the writer to analyse the evidence in an attempt
to understand the basic reason causing the then recent wave
of saucer reports.
However, largely as a result o! Keyhoe 1 s
book, it would appear that this evidential analysis is no
longer nacessary.
Instead, an attempt has been made to
assign each o! the various filed reports to some particular
category. · Th15 is a preliminary move in un:ierstanding the
methods and motives of these "saucers" rather than determining
whether they exist or not.
AMERICAN REPORTS
6.'
It is worthwhile studying the evidence presented by
Keyhoe.
This ex-Major of the u.s. Marines purports to
publish u.s. Air Technical Intelligenoe Reports dealing with
sightings of "Unidentified Flying Objects".
It is almost
inconceiv~ble.that this is not an official release, as they
bear the testimony of Albert M. Chop of the Office of Public
Information, Department of Defence, Washington.
Direct
official confirmation from, .say, the u.s. Air Attache or the
Australian Liaison Officer in Washington would nevertheless
be highly desirable.
·
7.
Some of the oases disouased by Keyboe are summarised
below (in chronological order).
/ •••• 2
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Norfolk, Virginfa - J\lli 14th, 1952, 2112 hours

1.

Pan-American Airways• report to A.T.I.C. ot six discs
manoeuvring below the a:trcra.tt.
Del!cription given ot an
E>brupt change ot course, colour changes, high speeds.
Diameter
'i:f'l thickness ratio abou\; 7/l.
Joined by two more discs before
de parting.
see.:~.

2.

Washington, D.C. - july 2oth, 1952, 0040 - 05:30 hours

Three radar stations - Air rrattic control centre at
Washington National Airport, Control TOwer at same airport, and
Andrews pield, Maryland - all located echoee at approximately
the same position, and some or the object!! producing the echoes
were seen b1 ground and air observers as coloured lights,
The
observations continued tor five hours during which time the
objects were found to be capable or linear acceleration in
excess ot several 1 g 1 ,
They could reverse, perform rightangled turns and in one instance eiceed several tboll-'an.d m.p.h.
They would outdistance any intercepting 'plane, although the
interceptors could often locate tb&ir lights before they went
out or sight.
Their departure would be observed on the radar
screen.
3.

Michisan - July 29th, 1952, 2140 hours

G,C,I. radar ordered an p,94 to intercept an unknown
object flying at 635 m.p.h.
When at 20 1 000 tt., the
interceptor located object on ita radar as being tour miles
distant, same altitude, position marked visually by a light
alternately flashing red, green and white.
The F.94 cha~ed
the object at maximum speed tor twenty minutes, during which
time the flashing light remained v~sible in a position corresponding to the aircraft's radar.
The ~ttempted i~tercept was
tracked by the G.c.r. 11tation •
.• i

:::
:•

4.

Baletontaine, Ohio -August 1st, 1952, 1050 hours

·:

G.C.I. radar picked up an unknown moving at 480 m.p.h.
and at great height.
Visually detected by ground observers,
Two F.B6's ordered to intercept.
At a ceiling ot 40,000 tt.,
one pilot took camera-gun photographs or a bright, round objec ·~,
The radar gunaight indicated that the object was 12 - 20,000 ft,
above the observer.
The attempted intercept was tracked by tb&
G,C,I. radar.
·
5,

Hamilton Air Force Base, california - August 3rd, 1952,

1615 hours

Two discs obserVed trom ground with binoculars.
Picked up by G,C.I, radar.
Six more diaos arrived.
Group
departed be tore interceptor I! could take ott,
6,

Oneida Air :roroe Base, Japan -August 5th, 1952, midnight

Round dark object with bright light

ob~erved

!rom

control tower with binoculars.
Approached base alo7ly, hovered
nearby for several minutes, then departed. · Tracked by G,C,I,
radar.
Appeared· ~o split into three unit!!,
7.

Gulf of Me:xioo - December 6th, 1952, 0525 hours

B.29 at 18,000 tt.
Four groups eaoh .or about five
objects were observed at approximately two-minute intervals
by thre.e radar-scopes,
Each group was travelling in exoeu
of 5,000 m.p.h.
Some of the object11 were alao sighted
visually.
One group briefly slowed down to airoratt·llpeed,
then accelerat·ed to ih earlier speed and was seen to merge
with a large i" blip, the wbole then. rapidly a.coelerating to
more. than 9 1 000 m.p.h. before going out or range.
"' --·-~-· ·-·-----·. ·---·-·-· ·-·
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CONCLUSIONS
8,
I! one usumes these Intelligence Reports are
aUthentiC 1 then the eV1dence presented iS SUOn that it iS
difficult to assume any interpretation other than that
unident itied flying ob jeot s are being observed.
This applies
particularly to those oases where an object is independently
observed to be in a certain position at the one time by meansof radar, visual and/or photographic methods.
Such combined
evidence positively eliminates alternative explanations such
as 'spots before the eyes ' , mass illusional meteorological
phenomena tincluding temperature inversion , etc .
In many
cases, the measured velocities a~ accelerations are highly
indicative or objects that are intelligently controlled and
whose performance is superior to that known by western science.
Indeed, th~ superiority is such that it is highly improbable
that such objects have a terrestial origin.

9,

An oxtra-terro~t1al gr1g1n 1G pre!erred to that or a
RUssian origin as, even it the Russian forces were so much in
advance or the Western group that they could produce auch aircraft, it is highly improbable that they would send their
secret devices over enemy territory with the attendant risk ~
capture or breakdown,
In addition, espionage would surely be
more profitable it undertaken by fifth column activities rather
than by the elusive aerial spotting practised by these U.F.O ' s.
10.
The evidence presented by the reports held by the
R.A.A.F. tend to support the above conclusion - namely, that
certain strange aircratt have been observed to behave in a
manner suggestive or an extra-terrestial origin.
However, as
the Australian evidence is interior to the American evidence ..
!rom_ the viewpoint ot proving the real existence ·_or 'flying
saucers' 1 tbe writer has contented himself with a modest
attempt _at sieving the probable U,F,O, sightings !rom the
probable 'natural phenomenon' category.
This is done in
Appendix I.
It one could regard this initial sorting out as
being sufficiently reliable, then reports categorising U.F;o,
should be .re-examined in an et!ort to understand the methods
ot propulsion anO the motives tor the visitations,
Report~
that ar_e simply visual have strictly limited analJllis value,
Many new reports involving instrumental -plotting are needed.
It ie possible to list a number of suoh recommendation~.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

To increase o!ticial interest in U.F.O. reports.

2.

To have at least one full-time inVestigator who
is encouraged to interview personally any
witnesses involved in an interesting report.
Such interviews tend to uncover considerable
information and can convert a nebulous report
into one suitable for analysis,

3,

Some measure o! publicity to encourage people to
submit their reports,
A warning should be given
to potential ho~ers that action will be taken it
the hoax involves p~blic axpense.

4.

Liaison. established with the u.s. Air FOrce
Intelligence with a view towards exchanging
information and verifying Keyhoe 1 s claim.
/ ... 4
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4,

5,

Request intormation from the R.A,F. and the
Canadian nProject Magnet".

6,

An attempt could be made to torm a Scientific
Advisory Panel to assist in the analysis ot
reports, provided that in the future these
reports are more. numerous and of greater - de~ail
than .moat earlier accounts.
The first three
recommendations should enhance these requirementa.
The U.S.A.F. and R.A.F. may- even be
willing to permit such a panel to examine their
reports,

7,

It is highly recommended that more radar sight• ings be gained,
One radar report is worth
many unsupported visual reports,
Only radar
oan supply range, height, speed and true course.
, V1eual aida can add abape and colour and, it
aynohron1aed w1tb radar, true aize.
More radar
stations are needed and they should operate tor .
longer periods.
Radar operat~a should be
briefed as to the procedure to be adopted when
a U,F.O. is suspected.
rbey should be familiar
with euoh things as anomalous propagation and
ionised clouds,

.,
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Strange Light Hangs m Northern Sky

Reporter Sees "Saucer"
By .7ott~ J{UNT
COBALT-Last night a !lyIng sauctir visited the Cobalt
district.
No other explanation aeems
possible !or the series of events
witnessed by ·several persons Including this reporter. It wasn ' t
a .star, a meteorite, nor an air~
plane. It didn't behave .In any
manner recognizable, ' in· the
light of human experience. Extra-t.errestial phenomena seams
to be the only explanaj:ion.
It ·started at about 8.30 p.m.
wl:iim this reporter was sitting
down eating a CQld chicken
supper. The phone rang and an
excited , almost panic-stricken
voice gasped "John for God's
sake get out here. There's a flying saucer overhead apiUI.ng
out light all over the place."
Who's that I asked. "Willis St.
Jean. I'm at the Agaunico mine :"

I drove &t high epeed to the
Agaunlco, which is aome three
miles north or Cobalt on the
shore of Lake Temiskamlng. On
arriving &t the mine I found
Mr. St. 'Je&n excited, 11.lm011t
frightened. "The thing came
down low and scared the blaz.es
out ot me,'' be said.
He pointed up to the sky . For
·a minute .I could see nothing.
Then · i!uddenly a light. It was
a cold, clear light moving from
the ea.St to the west. It banked
and went out. Then It came on
again and hovered- motionless.
There. was .no sound except !or
the noise from the mine's compressor. I · etood h'l. the snow
covered .yard or the Agaunico
mine and watched the light for
more than one hour. At times
It seemed to be quite low and at
other times It disappeared into
the heavens . M011tly I _saw U

come In from the e&at, hover
above the mine and then go out.
I got cold and went Into the
mine dry. St. Jean aald he
had been walking from the dry
to the hoist room ehorlly a.tter
8 p.m. when suddenly the whole
area was illuminated by 11. light
brighter than daylight.
"I looked up," he

~aid,

"a.nd

there was this giant cone of
light shining .straight down."
St. Jean was alone at the
mine wbile the miners were on

Christmas holidays. The light
was emanating ·from a giant
rotating disc of pure light. The
light was not just spinning
buf flying In circles. The cone
was suddenly reversed and the
diso sent Ito blinding light
straight up into the sky .
Then It flew over Lake Temlskaming, lighting up the Ice cov~ /ctke t>e(.ore It sped up into

DAILY NUGGET, Toronto, Ontario, Canada- Dec. 27, 1954.

Over Cobalt Mine
the sky . We stood eh&ttlng In
the dry. Then we looke d out of
the back aoor. The light came
back aga in rrom the east. lt
was cold and clear and brlllian t.
I! it had any shape at all it was
slightly wedge shaped but It
wa.e at Immense height. It
danced around for a while. We
walked back into the yard. I
took my flashlight and signalled. I flashed the light on and
off then waved in a circle. The
mysterious light in the sky
flew away and disappeared .
Watching i t, It seemed as If
we could only see the light
when it was flying towards us
or hovering overhead. When It
banked the light disappeared .
I ca,lled my wife in Cobalt on
the mines phone and asked her
to go out into the garden and
look tor the light. I also called
OPP Constable Pat Shannon In

Cob&lt and asked him to look
for It Later they both said that
they could not oee anything. St.
Jean said that he could see soma
lights out on the lake. We
cl i mbed a ladder resting against
the dry. St. Jean said that he
saw hal! 11. dozen red tinged
lights on the lake. I only saw
one !or a ~r.inute and then it
It disappeared. While we were
standing there a car drove up
containing Mrs. St. Jean and
some friends . Can you see that
flying ,~au c er? I asked . "Don't be
crazy," one or th e m said. Then
th ey saw the light in the sky
and fell silent. The group included William Montgomery, :n,
of west Cobalt. · His brother,
Hugh Montgomery, 29, and wife
Annette, n, both o! Kitchener,
Ont. They all watched the light
come and go, dance in

t~e

sky,

hewer and dart as no airpla ne
nor sta r nor meteor has ev e r
be·haved.
"I would never have belie ved
It I! I hadn ' t seen It," Mrs.
Montgomery said. "And I don't
suppose anyone will ever be·
'lieve u.. anyway," h er husband
added .
I lett the mine at about 10.15
p . m . and drove ];>ack to Cobalt.
The light was still hovering in
the sky. About an hour late r,
accompanied by Lee Moor e,
Sudbury insurance agent, I
drove back but was told tha t
the light had disappeared shortly afte r I left .
What it was that this report·
er saw last nig-ht I do not know .
I w.as stone cold sober and so
were the others who witnessed
the phenomena. As far as I
am concerned a flying . saucer
~~~J·;.,. · · tt..
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UFO researcher E. Berger wrote:
"Josef Schnoll, 28, a Mittersill businessman and cinema owner, was driving from
Zell am See to Mittersill on December 30, 1954, at 2200. Between Aufhausen near
Zell am See and Furth-Kaprun near Piesendorfhe spotted a hemispherical sky object
hovering at mountaintop level over the valley and shining in an orange-red color.
First Schnoll thought it was the moon, but then he found the size was incredible for
This as the sky object spanned one eighth ofthe valley width. Just 'befor~ Piesendorf
the sky body appeared to hover only in rooftop level now as the railway station restaurant which lies in a depression of the valley covered part ofthe body. Driving on
towards Walchen, SchnoB noticed the sky body moved northwards, changed into a
triangle ten times larger than the morning star and dashed away to the west, shrinking
constantly, to disappear in the sky. The phenomenon was seen by Schnoll between
2150 and 2200 on a starry evening. It was reported by him to the gendarmerie at
Mittersill at 2220 the same evening, and concerning his observational abilities and
reliability one can add that he is a serious businessman far from phantasms. " (xx.)
(xx.)

UFO Phenomenon. Ed.: R. Farabone. E. Berger. " 1954/55 The Austrian Share."
Editiecs Publishing House. P.O. 190. Bologna, Italy. Vol. III, No.1. 1978/79.
pp.111-112.

31 December. Near Neuchatel, Switzerland. (7:55-8:30 a.m.)

-

(This account replaces the version from the Flying Saucer Review that is on page 78 of the
monograph UFOs: A History 1954 November-December. Roger Girardet 's report on the case
has more detail.)
According to our source:
"Mme Vivot ofM M. Vivot, son of an industrialist, officer in the army, living
at Rue de Corcelles 4, Pereux (Neuenburg) saw on the morning of31 December
1954 at 7:55 o'clock from her window an oval, dull, steel gray object about 500
yards away. At this distance the object appeared as large as a 15 yard wide roof
about 100 yards from her window. On this basis M. Vivot estimated the object 's
circumference at about 100 to 150 yards. The front portion ofthe object which remained stationary vibrated like a falling leaf. The object had a powerful searchlight, not unlike strongly phosphorescent neon, on one side and on the other end
something like a fire of sparks that gave off a faint crackling noise; or like an emmission of steam. As the sparks went out a thick cloud of white smoke became
visible.
"Now the thing began to turn for the searchlight and the smoke on the other
end began to spin round the object at increasing speed. Slowly the machine began
to climb at an angle. Mme Vivot called her tennant, Mme.Jaunin and her maid.
These people watched the revolving object also. Over a ten minute period M. Vivot
observed through binoculars and corroborated the other witnesses ' fmdings. The
weather was quite clear. M. Vivot telephoned the observatory at Neuenburg where
his account met with deaf ears and the sentence: 'You don't mean to tell us you saw
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a flying saucer?' A weather balloon was mentioned.
"Until now the object had moved very slowly. At a certain point the thing
became stationary and M. Vivot saw through his binoculars a puff of smoke issuing both at front and in back. The machine gained speed now, however, [and] was
still visible at 8:30. As the distance increased the light became stronger. A tremendous force[?] seemed to issue from this craft which annoyed Mme. Vivot for
at least three days. She drove with her husband to the vicinity where she supposed
a landing took place near Chantemerle above Corcelles. The search for traces
proved unsuccessful. Telling their friends about the sighting provoked laughter.
Mme. Vivot wishes to tell about this sighting to all interested persons. Both had
Never believed in flying saucers and never read works about the subject." (xx.)

(xx.)

A personal report by Mme. Vivot to Roger Girardet, member of AMI. From:
Le Courier Interplanetaire, Lausanne, Switzerland. April2,1955 . p.2. NICAP
Files. Translator not named. Photocopy in author's files.

31 December. Dalmore, New Zealand. (4:00- 4:20? a.m.)
Peculiar white object.
An item in a New Zealand publication says:
"For 20 minutes after 4 a.m. a woman living on Rinchill Road ~atched a large
peculiar white object hovering directly above Opoho. Only when the object suddenly
moved off with gathering speed and gained altitude, did she awaken her husband and
18-year-old son, or feel convinced that she was really seeing something real. The three
members of the family then watched the object for five minutes until it fmally disappeared in the distance. The object passed behind a cloud several times, to be dimmed
and shine brightly again as it appeared in the clear spaces. There are no skeptics in the
household now!" (xx.)

(xx.)

Official Quarterly Journal Civilian Saucer Investigation (NZ). Vol. II, No.4.
Issue #8. March 1955. p.23.
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UFO reports: September-December 1954. Italy and France. Note the southern shift over time.
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Curve delle dislribuzioni giornaliere: delle segna/azioni UFO, del/ 'onda1a francese (sopra),
del/'ondala i1aliana (so11o).

(xx.)

(xx.)

UFO In Jtalia l'ondata de/1954. Ed: Corrado Tedeschi. Vol. II. Published in
Firenze, Italy. 1980. p.402.
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UFO reports: September-December 1954. Italy. Distribution of reports.

Localizzazione geografica degli avvis/amenti italiani del 1954. Ciascun caso e contraddi·
stinto da/ numero progressivo del/'indice cronologico generate, accanto a/ rispettivo simbo/o.
Legenda dei simho/i:
piu di
0 un CA SO, e due CA Sf, ·. tre CA Sf, ·• quauro CA Sf, ~cinque CA Sl .
cinque CA Sl.

*

(xx.)

(xx.)

UFO In Italia l 'ondata de/1954. Ed: Corrado Tedeschi. Vol. II. Published in

Firenze, Italy. 1980. p.406.
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GET READY FOR A SHOCK
WHEM YOU FfND OUT WHAT
HAPPEN$ TO••.

"EMILY!"

